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Applicant Name: MMAC dba Seaside Service Co, LLC
Reviewer: Tim Cromartie
Date: 4/19/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,415

89.84%

GENERAL COMMENTS
Applicant provided a very thorough and detailed packet that included sections prepared by a variety of qualified
professional consultants.
The applicant has demonstrated ample previous experience that is directly applicable to operating a cannabis
retailers and has generally presented themselves in a very professional manner.
Applicant appears to have anticipated many potential issues and has been proactive in addressing them.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

684

91.20%

Experience
Applicant provided documentation to show that they are or have been part owner of 3 licensed retailers in Los
Angeles over the past year. Temporary BCC license numbers are provided.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Application demonstrated a high degree of knowledge about the cannabis industry from both legally permitted
and non-permitted businesses.
Application provided great detail about how the business will address requirements of State and local laws.

Ownership Team
Application fails to provide clear information on who the owners are. It appears that an LLC has 100% ownership,
and one member of the management team is listed as the manager. Other than providing titles, narrative does
not describe what most members of the management team will do via-a-vis day-to-day operations.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

455

86.67%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Applicant provided highly detailed excerpts from an employee procedures manual, currently in use at its other
facilities and relevant to cannabis retail operations. Procedures include opening/closing protocols, cash drops,
educating staff on state and local taxes, cash handling, and customer check-in procedures.

Financial Plan
Applicant provided a detailed 1-year pro forma, and a cash flow statement. Accounting procedures are not
mentioned. Start up costs are estimated at REDACTED (detailed itemization included), accompanied by a narrative
listing in detail the numerous planned tenant improvements, and a cash flow document.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Narrative asserts that applicant has REDACTEDcash in the bank and net working capital of almost REDACTED, but
the application fails to provide documentation of any kind to substantiate this (no bank statement/letter of
credit/other documents).

Records Software
Applicant will use Treez as its designated recordkeeping software; it has a successful track record in Applicant's
other California-based retail facilities. POS and manifest data will be maintained electronically on an on-site
server but will also be available via Cloud.

Track-and-Trace
Narrative provides highly detailed protocols for complying with state track and trace requirements, but does not
state whether Treez will be able to interface with METRC.

State Testing Requirements
Applicant demonstrated detailed understanding of testing requirements and acknowledges that products will
only be purchased from State licensed cannabis companies that have met all testing requirements.

Employee Training
Employees must complete REDACTED training period, involving
study and analysis of a
training manual, drafted by Robby
REDACTED
Pinnamaneni, Director of Legal and Compliance. The latter part REDACTED features written examinations and
the narrative provides a listing of subject matter curriculum.
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Customer Education
Employees are trained in customer education, with a focus on the different varieties of cannabis strains
and cannabis products, so that they can better educate customers. Training emphasizes identifying and then
educating first-time customers.

Marketing
Applicant's marketing strategy will be four‐pronged: 1) local business‐to‐business, 2) digital or mobile‐device
targeted, 3) event‐based entertainment and sponsorships, and 4) print‐based. A detailed plan is provided for
each prong.

Community Benefits
Applicant has a program with direct impact, employing homeless and persons with cannabis-related criminal
records, providing assistance with expungement for employees who need it. Applicant anticipates support of
specific Pasadena non-profits and provided a list. Corporate giving program and Volunteer Day are other features
of the program.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

136

90.67%

Exterior Design Concept
Applicant's exterior designs have preserved architectural traditions and featured high quality materials.
Anticipates spending REDACTED on exterior landscaping, architecture, and signage.

Design Concept Integration
Applicant intends to install a pre-fab metal building which may be inconsistent with the neighborhood. Applicant
wants a handpicked Pasadena-based architectural and planning firm to assist with its location.
based architecture and planning firm (potentially Moule & Polyzoides)

Integration of Security Measures
Applicant will integrate its security enhancements into the facility design to the degree possible. Cameras will be
placed in discrete locations, but the purpose of the surveillance system will not be compromised.

Air Quality/Odor Control
Applicant will have a three-stage air filtration system to minimize odor. It will include 1. Intake Filtration; 2.
In‐Line Electronic Cleaner System; 3. Exhaust Filtration.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

140

93.33%

Security Experience
Security plan was prepared by Applicant and CalMet Security. CalMet Safety has over 25 years of
combined law enforcement, military, and security
experience. The director, Terry Thomas, is a career veteran of the Los Angeles Police Department and has built a
team of ex‐military and ex‐law enforcement professionals
Background Checks
Applicant requires extensive pre-employment background checks and also conducts annual background checks of
existing employees, using ADP as a 3rd party background verification system. ADP verifies
work references, licenses and education, obtains employment and credit verification.
Employee Safety Education
Applicant provided a detailed list of core safety and security items on which staff are educated. Narrative
highlights robbery and burglary training especially, in light of cannabis business' being a high-value target.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Operations protocols include but are not limited to pre-employment background checks, annual background
checks of employees, video surveillance, ongoing training, and check-in/check-out procedures.
Cash Management Plan
Narrative emphasizes cash transport and training, and cash storage and security, and reconciliation procedures.

Product Access Protocols
Detailed Access Control policy narrative. All facility access key cards issued to employees will be managed
via written or digital signin/sign‐out log and audited daily by the Facility Director/designee. Employees are
responsible for security and must secure keys, access control cards and security codes at all times.
Product Deliveries
Applicant provided a detailed discussion of delivery security protocols and standards/requirements for delivery
vehicles.
Security Guards
Detailed Access Control policy narrative. All facility access key cards issued to employees will be managed
via written or digital sign‐in/sign‐out log and audited daily by the Facility Director/designee. Employees are
responsible for security and must secure keys, access control cards and security codes at all times.
Video Camera Surveillance
Applicant will have cameras that will provide 24-hour security surveillance. Scope of camera coverage,
operational features and storage capability (90 days) are cited.
Armored Vehicle
Applicant will contract with an armored car service to handle, transport and store all cash. Armored car transport
procedures are included.
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MMAC submits this application for a cannabis retailer license with a profound understanding and
recognition of the need to serve the goals, objectives and needs of the City of Pasadena, its citizens, and
the MMAC team.
MMAC is a company whose owners are highly experienced in, and deeply committed to, the California
cannabis industry. We seek to bring our wealth of knowledge, compassion for the community and award‐
winning best business practices to Pasadena. MMAC believes that being the recipient of such a permit will
result in the merger of interests and benefits to the City of Pasadena, the citizens of Pasadena, and MMAC.
The history of Pasadena is rich in preservation of its architecture, arts, traditions, culture, and its citizens’
emphasis on health and wellness. A retail dispensary that serves the needs of Pasadena should bring
medical relief, compassion and integrity into the community. MMAC, a Southern California company, is
operated and managed by individuals who care deeply about the places and people who are affected by
the decisions and actions of the company. MMAC strives to hire employees who live in the area where it
is located in order to create jobs for the surrounding community. We will be deeply committed to the
success of this newest venture; the citizens it will serve; and the community to be embraced.
The primary purpose of this application is for MMAC to be permitted to open and operate a cannabis
retail storefront to be appropriately called “The Flower Project.” But, as the materials offered in support
of the application detail, MMAC makes a commitment to any community in which it operates to bring
more than just a retail storefront to that community. It is that commitment and its proven record of
success, as seen in the communities in which it already operates, that MMAC will bring to Pasadena.
From a business perspective, MMAC has gained extensive and unmeasurable experience in opening and
operating numerous licensed cannabis operations in all facets of the legal cannabis market in California.
Specifically, MMAC holds a total of 18 licenses including the operation of cultivation facilities, brick and
mortar retail dispensaries with delivery, and distribution facilities. All of the dispensaries are located in
Los Angeles (Boyle Heights, Downtown LA, North Hollywood, Studio City). In connection with these
licenses and operations, MMAC has launched 5 successful brands that are distributed statewide, tying the
company to the statewide cannabis economy, thereby allowing increased opportunities to bring that
statewide cannabis economy to Pasadena. Importantly, with this statewide presence, MMAC is able to
provide a platform for Pasadena to become more active in the statewide conversation on the evolution
of legal cannabis in California. The combination of these licenses and expertise from cultivation to
extraction to distribution to retail allows us to produce our own products and sell them at our retail stores,
positioning MMAC as one of the most significant vertically integrated and legal cannabis companies in
California and beyond.
MMAC was founded upon the ethos of medical relief, compassion, and integrity; a foundation of the
California cannabis culture and economy. However, more and more, the marijuana movement captures
the attention of mainstream media, whereby mega‐corporations are attracted to the bloated promises of
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instant wealth for those who invest in this growing market. Today’s marketplace is ripe for an influx of
players, both established and new. Within that marketplace are few companies like MMAC that are
committed to the cannabis industry, the people it serves, and the places where they do business. MMAC
is one of those unique companies that cares deeply about upholding the traditional Southern California
ideals while improving the communities it serves. Thus, it is very important that the companies, and
ultimately, individuals involved in shaping California’s and Pasadena’s cannabis economy embody those
founding sentiments of the industry of medical relief, compassion, and integrity. It is these ideals that will
allow marijuana businesses and consumers, such as MMAC, to thrive in harmony within the communities
we operate in, with the families that we touch, and with the other businesses we operate near.
Members of the MMAC team have shared many stories about how cannabis has directly helped them or
their loved ones with medical issues. One of our founding members, REDACTED, sustained injuries in
REDACTED
a vehicular accident in 2015 resulting in a permanent back injury. At the time,
had neither used
marijuana recreationally nor medically, and frankly, was somewhat of an anti‐marijuana advocate.
However, after suffering continuing pain and only being offered cocktails of opiates/opioids by doctors,
he turned to legal cannabis for relief and discovered therapy without the myriad of side effects and issues
that come along with other pharmaceutical options. It is no secret that the opiate/opioid crisis plagues
our communities, both illicitly and seemingly legally. And, we are learning that the communities that have
responsibly engaged cannabis operators who espouse best practices and values have seen positive
effects, such as a reduction in opiate‐related tragedies and deaths. Accordingly, we seek to bring legal
cannabis, coupled with cannabis education, to people as an alternative to the pharmaceutical
opiate/opioid machine currently entrenched in our communities.
One of our core beliefs and business practices is to hire from within the community to integrate with the
local community and help to bring about real improvements to the area and its residents. We believe in
respecting the values and traditions of the community and upholding the character of places like
Pasadena. One way we accomplish this is by hiring employees from within the community. We are
committed to hiring and training those who live in the community because we believe they are best able
to assist the patrons we serve. The result is a symbiosis between business and the community in which
we can all thrive through the benefits of cannabis.
Within the materials provided in support of this application, you will find information and photos of our
current dispensaries. Those photos demonstrate the high quality, clean, and user‐friendly retail stores
that we already operate in other communities. You can see that our values are not just words, but are
implemented in every aspect of our business, starting with the aesthetics of the dispensary. It is our plan
to bring such a dispensary to Pasadena that would embody all the qualities necessary for a high
functioning and licensed facility, but also one that will preserve the integrity of the Pasadena community
and the area surrounding it. As with our other retail store locations, we will volunteer and give back to
the community that surrounds us and in which members of our team also live.
Residents of Pasadena who have a need for cannabis products, for medical or other reasons, currently
need to forego those needs, travel substantial distances to a licensed dispensary, or unfortunately are
driven to the illegal market.
MMAC requests approval of this application so that MMAC can expand into an area that would benefit
from a professional and welcoming cannabis dispensary led by a caring ownership team committed to
Pasadena’s goals and mission for its city. In addition to meeting its goals of measured and successful
growth for the company, MMAC can simultaneously meet the needs of the Pasadena community, enrich
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the City of Pasadena with increased tax revenue and employment of local residents, and enhance the
community with MMAC’s presence.
Thank you for consideration of MMAC’s application and we look forward to your response.
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SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/OPERATORS
Experience
MMAC’s ownership and management team is one of the most experienced business and cannabis teams
in the industry. The range of experience and successes the team possesses include:








CEO previously took a media company public in 1993
COO has 35 years operations experience and transformed MMAC premises to a curated
experience
Executive VP of Operations oversees four retail dispensaries, two indoor cultivation facilities, and
a wholesale operation that generates approximatelyREDACTEDin revenue per year combined
Director of Legal Affairs and Compliance has 10+ years of experience from top‐tier law firms and
spent 5 years advising cannabis business on issues including corporate structure, finance, real
estate, navigating the regulatory framework, and compliance
Director of Distribution and Wholesale built out and managed the operations of a precious metals
commodities conglomerate in Europe, generatingREDACTED in annual revenue
Director of Security and Government Relations has COO experience at an IT and security firm
servicing the cannabis industry, and previously prosecuted drug trafficking organizations as a
federal and state prosecutor

The MMAC team has utilized their large scale execution skills and operational expertise to develop
significant experience and an award‐winning track record in all facets of the legal cannabis market in
California. The team has accomplished the following key achievements in cannabis:








Raised REDACTED to establish MMAC
Currently owns and operates four retail dispensaries in Los Angeles
Opened two indoor cultivation facilities
Launched six cannabis brands
Obtained 18 cannabis licenses
Created more than 100 cannabis jobs
Serves as a model of cannabis compliance and operations to government and others in the
cannabis industry

The MMAC team initially raised more thanREDACTED to establish the platform for its cannabis endeavors
that led to continued and increased success in the cannabis industry. Thereafter, MMAC navigated the
complex legal and regulatory framework and executed the following:









Purchased 4 Pre‐ICO dispensary licenses in Los Angeles
Acquired three properties and relocated in order to improve the customer experience with
customizations, to integrate more fully into the community, and to manage resources more
efficiently
Renovating all four MMAC dispensaries to embody a modern, sleek, clean, and user‐friendly
environment
Launched our first indoor cultivation facility with over 250 grow lights
Obtained additional cannabis extraction and distribution licenses
Opened an additional indoor cultivation facility (over 700 lights, producing 7500 lbs of cannabis,
annually), and
Launched statewide distribution in connection with 5 successful MMAC cannabis brands.
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In sum, MMAC has 2 licensed and operating cultivation facilities, 4 licensed and operating brick and mortar
retail dispensaries with delivery, 2 licensed and operating distribution facilities, and 1 non‐volatile
manufacturing license under development—18 licenses in total (each one has both adult use and medical
licenses), all in Los Angeles (Boyle Heights, Downtown LA, North Hollywood, Studio City).
MMAC’s Chief Executive Officer is Scott Ginsburg, who has more than 40 years of experience building
and operating diverse businesses in highly regulated industries, including a radio broadcasting company,
a digital media services company, and a luxury automotive dealership group as founder, chairman, and
CEO. His cumulative experiences in law, politics, business and philanthropy have been the foundation for
a string of notable achievements. Scott worked in the United States Congress while attending college and
law school. He worked for two Iowa Congressmen, U.S. Congressman John C. Culver and U.S. Senator Dick
Clark. He then served as Staff Director and General Counsel of the U.S. Senate Labor Subcommittee on
Employment, Poverty and Migratory Labor. He also worked for the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Social
Security and Medicare, which U.S. Senator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin chaired. Scott left government
service and ultimately entered the radio broadcasting industry which, like cannabis, is a highly regulated
industry. Scott acquired his first radio station and founded Statewide Broadcasting, which expanded
extensively during his tenure. In 1987, Scott formed H & G Communications with Cecil Heftel and added
Los Angeles, Chicago and Honolulu radio stations to the group.
In 1988, Scott established Evergreen Media Corporation, which focused on the nation’s largest media
markets. Scott took the company public in 1993. In 1997, he co‐founded the nation’s largest radio
broadcasting company, Chancellor Media Corporation (NYSE:AMFM), with Tom Hicks of Hicks, Muse, Tate
and Furst. Scott served as the Chancellor’s Chief Executive Officer and a Director, capping a twenty‐year
career in the radio industry.
Scott brought Porsche to Plano, Texas in 1998, which marked the beginning of Boardwalk Auto Group.
Over the next fifteen years, Scott added Audi, Volkswagen, Ferrari, Maserati and Lamborghini to create
one of the most impressive luxury lineups in the Dallas area, with each store achieving highly coveted top
awards from each manufacturer. Boardwalk Auto Group also owns Ferrari of San Francisco, Maserati of
Marin, and, most recently, has added Lamborghini North Los Angeles, Alfa Romeo of Marin, Audi
Glenwood Springs and Glenwood Springs Volkswagen, to its roster. Under Scott’s direction, Boardwalk
Auto Group has achieved extraordinary success in nationwide sales and has been recognized for its
customer service excellence. Ferrari of San Francisco and Lamborghini Dallas were each named 2018 U.S.
DealerRater Dealer of the Year.
Scott serves on the Board of Directors of Sizmek Inc., a worldwide digital media company listed on the
NASDAQ (SZMK). For more than 15 years, Sizmek has proudly pioneered industry firsts in digital
marketing, including rich media, video and online targeted advertising across channels.
Scott’s passion for philanthropy has shaped the MMAC agenda in the communities that we operate.
MMAC has a dedicated Community Development team under Scott’s direction whose mission is to
propose and execute ongoing development and philanthropic activities everywhere that MMAC operates.
Scott and MMAC have committed financial and human resources to improving the communities in which
MMAC operates. MMAC’s legal cannabis operations in Downtown LA and Boyle Heights have worked to
clean up, pave and continue to maintain Newton St. and Long Beach Ave. as well as Esperanza St.
Scott’s successes extend to his involvement and passion for countless charitable activities and
organizations focusing on the needs of the homeless and hungry, health, education and the environment.
He encourages MMAC staff to volunteer frequently to assist and feed the homeless in the surrounding
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areas of MMAC locations, as well as maintain safety and cleanliness with the assistance of our private
security team.
Scott’s highly impressive track record, ability to successfully access capital markets, and execute in highly
regulated industries are now the cornerstone of MMAC’s success and rapid scale‐up in California’s legal
cannabis market. Scott’s unique political and regulatory experience has been invaluable in navigating the
ever‐changing national and state cannabis regulatory framework as well as cultivating key relationships
with legislators, lobbyists, city council members, and providers of capital in the communities where
MMAC operates.
Through Scott’s 40+ year network, MMAC has been able to amass top talent, technology, and operational
brainpower to navigate complex regulation in a short amount of time, and obtained 18 cannabis licenses
and legal operations that include over 100 employees. All employees hail from, orreside in, the
communities within which we operate. Notably, MMAC recruits staff and provides jobs for people who
live in the communities where we operate. We believe that for a cannabis operation to meld with its
community, it must be staffed by those who reflect that community.
MMAC’s Chief Operating Officer is Cameron Smith, a 35‐year veteran of operations and retail consulting
who has served as the CEO of Titan Consulting since 1990. Cameron has served clients in the luxury
automotive, music, radio, and professional sports industries. Clients include The Dallas Cowboys, Texas
Motor Speedway, Boardwalk Ferrari, Maserati and Lamborghini, Java Jazz Festival Jakarta, Dave Koz and
Friends at Sea (Global Cruise Ship Tour), The Cancun Jazz Festival and CBS Radio, among others.
Recognized as a taste‐maker and steward of brand development and innovation, Cameron is the driver
behind MMAC’s operational ethos. He developed and rigorously tested dispensary‐specific standard
operating procedures that govern all aspects of the dispensary experience for the consumer and
employee.
Cameron transformed the retail cannabis image and experience from that of a “stoner’s corner store” to
an iconic destination for anyone seeking high quality, curated cannabis. Cameron’s depth of operational
and retail experience has allowed MMAC to recruit and retain the best operational management team at
each of MMAC’s dispensaries and cultivation sites. Through Cameron’s hiring and talent development
process, MMAC has garnered a team with over 15 years of legal cannabis management and operational
experience from California, Oregon, and Colorado. Notably, Cameron recruited a retail manager who was
formerly of the management team at Northern Lights Cannabis Company in Colorado when they made
the first ever legal Denver, CO recreational sale in 2014.
Under Cameron’s operational purview, MMAC employs more than 100 people from retail operations,
cultivation, distribution, packaging, accounting, legal, finance, compliance, marketing/branding, and sales.
His organizational prowess and vision has allowed our team to execute at scale, while exceeding all
compliance requirements, and setting the standard for other cannabis operators.
MACC’s Executive Vice President of Operations is Cameron Wald, who has more than 15 years of
professional experience as a business operator and an investor. Cameron oversees four retail
dispensaries, two indoor cultivation facilities, and a wholesale operation which combined generates
approximately REDACTED in revenue per year combined. Through his diverse network of cannabis
contacts that he's developed over the past eight years in the industry, Cameron also manages the
Company's business and corporate development activity.
Cameron discovered the potential in the cannabis sector in 2011 as he was researching a project in the
agriculture space. Cameron realized that the cannabis industry would greatly benefit from: understanding
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the importance of adhering to and exceeding compliance mandates; maintaining a culture of continuous
improvement; changing the perception of the cannabis community to a wellness lifestyle; and being
visible leaders within the cannabis community, as well as the local communities in which they operate.
Cameron has devoted much of his past 8 years in the cannabis community accomplishing those goals.
Before joining MMAC, Cameron owned and operated three medical marijuana dispensaries in Southern
California and advised numerous other compliant cannabis companies throughout the United States. He
consulted for Venice Cookie Company, a popular edibles manufacturer in California; Evergreen Herbal, an
i‐502 compliant manufacturer in Washington; and Perennial Holistic Wellness Center, a legal dispensary
in Studio City known for its local engagement. Cameron is also well‐respected by his peers for his relentless
work ethic and passion for eradicating the stigma of the cannabis industry. Along with Scott, Cameron
leads all capital markets and fundraising matters. With evolving (and costly) regulation and compliance at
the forefront of any cannabis operation in 2019, Cameron is keenly focused on maintaining liquidity and
a robust balance sheet for MMAC. Many cannabis companies will fall short of execution and/or
compliance due to a lack of funds and adequate runway. Thus, Cameron is hyper‐focused on ensuring that
MMAC has the capital and balance sheet to fund operations and scale, under best practices that exceed
compliance requirements.
Prior to entering the compliant cannabis sector, Cameron worked in the New York financial sector as a
Vice President at D. E. Shaw & Co., a leading hedge fund with a focus on community engagement through
philanthropic efforts, and previously as a Senior Analyst at Goldman, Sachs & Co. He is a graduate of the
Leonard N. Stern School of Business at NYU (MBA) and Roberto C. Goizueta Business School at Emory
University (BBA).
MMAC’s Director of Legal Affairs & Compliance is Robby Pinnamaneni, who handles all legal matters for
MMAC and maintains the company’s compliance with the law and regulations. Robby takes a very active
approach to compliance by maintaining constant contact with all of the MMAC staff. By maintaining
consistent visibility into the daily operations of the four MMAC facilities, Robby effectively motivates the
staff of more than 100+ to comply with all standard operating procedures and company policies.
Robby started his cannabis career 5 years ago as a consultant advising cannabis operators and investors
on compliance and legal issues. As a consultant, he guided numerous cannabis companies through the
myriad of regulation and compliance issues under Proposition 215, the Pre‐Interim Control Ordinance,
Proposition D, the Medical Marijuana Regulation & Safety Act, and Proposition 64 (collectively, the
“Regulations”). Since inception of the Regulations, and until the enactment of Proposition 64, cannabis
operators and consumers were only offered limited immunity from government prosecution. Robby saw
the pitfalls of a “limited immunity” regime, nebulous regulations, unclear guidelines, and the constant
fear in which operators conducted business. Notably, under such regime, cities and communities were
unable to collect the appropriate tax revenue or maintain safety for the communities in which cannabis
operators conducted business. With the enacting of Proposition 64, Robby guided MMAC through the
many seismic compliance transitions at our retail stores and has developed and trained staff on the shift
from the collective medical dispensary model to a recreational model, addressing issues such as testing,
packaging, compliant products, taxes, cannabis displays and more.
Robby’s legal acumen also included spending more than ten years as a real estate and restructuring
attorney at top‐tier law firms including Paul Hastings, Latham & Watkins, and Kirkland & Ellis. As an
attorney, Robby advised on issues relating to acquisition, real estate, cannabis compliance, disposition, IP
licensing, financing, leasing, legal defense strategies, and optimal capital structure. Robby graduated at
the top of his law school class from Vanderbilt University, where he also earned a certification in Law &
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Business. He earned his Master’s of Science in Financial Engineering from the University of Michigan and
his B.A. in Economics with Honors from the University of Chicago.
MMAC’s Director of Security and Government Relations is Erin Fay. She brings a wealth of experience
from high‐level positions in government, law enforcement, technology, security, and cannabis. She earned
her J.D. and M.B.A. degrees from Rutgers University and served as a federal and state prosecutor for ten
years before becoming Chief Operating Officer of a technology and security firm in Sherman Oaks. She is
one of the few female executives in the technology and cannabis industries and encourages and mentors
women to pursue leadership roles. As the COO, she provides leadership and executes operational
strategies to lead an international technology company that provides modern IT and security services to
the cannabis industry throughout the US and Canada. Through this position, she gained knowledge in the
IT and security industries, and now applies that knowledge in the cannabis industry by the company’s
secure platform provided that allows cannabis businesses to scale and succeed. Her experience includes
focusing on scaling companies through the use of technology and ensures that security is paramount in
that process. Erin has experience leading an international team of more than forty people located in the
United States and India in all areas of the company, including technical, marketing, human resources,
recruitment,customer
service,
and
finance.
Prior to her role as COO in the cannabis space, Erin spent more than ten years as an attorney prosecuting
serious felonies in state and federal courts in one of the most dangerous cities in the country, Camden,
NJ. She spent three years leading significant and complex federal investigations of drug trafficking
organizations as a Special Assistant U.S. Attorney, targeting the most violent offenders in the community.
She completed numerous jury trials and led forward‐thinking multi‐agency task forces to combat violence
in a community plagued with poverty and illegal drug distribution. Erin is an advocate for cannabis
legalization and is passionate about the positive impact it can have on the community. Somewhat
ironically, her passion for the cannabis industry stems from what she witnessed as a prosecutor: scant
resources, insufficient equipment and protection of law enforcement officers, and overworked yet
underpaid public servants working for a greater good. On the other hand, she saw how criminal activity
affected victims, the community, and the offenders who were convicted of drug offenses. After serving
ten years in government service, she concluded that cannabis legalization and a thriving economic market
in cannabis could provide answers to many of the issues our communities and the justice system face. A
legal and regulated cannabis market can improve communities by stimulating the economy, creating jobs,
and ultimately reducing violence.
Erin will provide a dual role at MMAC by leading the detailed security plan and maintaining the highest
standards of security for the MMAC locations, by utilizing her combined experience in law enforcement,
technology, and security. She will also lead the community initiatives to bridge the gap between law
enforcement and the cannabis industry through education; and by continuing to build and expand
MMAC’s hiring programs that elevate the community by providing job placement and training to those
with prior cannabis convictions.
MMAC’s Director of Distribution and Wholesale is Stewart Stinson. Stewart incorporates his deep
knowledge of the cannabis markets to maximize the value of MMAC’s current brand offerings, as well as
provide crucial feedback on the market and pricing of cannabis products across California. Stewart has
built an operation distributing 5 cannabis brands across 75 retail dispensaries statewide and on the Eaze
delivery platform, generating in excess of REDACTED on a monthly basis. Stewart is able to accomplish this
level of success by cultivating and maintaining strong and positive relationships with the retailers,
operators, manufacturers, cultivators, and sales teams in cannabis. This connection allows MMAC to be
attuned to the cannabis market and part of the on‐the‐ground dialogue imperative for success. Many out‐
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of‐state operators seek to jump into the California markets, however, without the key relationships and
network, that effort becomes challenging.
Prior to joining MMAC, Stewart built out and managed the operations of a precious metals commodities
conglomerate in Europe, generating REDACTED in annual revenue, handling everything from trading to
logistics. He built and managed a team of 30 sales people across 7 countries in the highly regulated
precious metals business adhering to all anti‐money laundering regulations required by Fincen, Bank
Secrecy Act, and the US Patriot Act. Using this experience, Stewart has elevated MMAC’s Know Your
Customer standards across all operations. Stewarts background in commodities, including, pricing,
trading, distribution, Fincen and anti‐money laundering guidelines, provides MMAC with a competitive
advantage in navigating the various banking and financial challenges facing cannabis operators.
Stewart is proficient in the cannabis distribution requirements, which are complex and stringent with
logistics requirements (requirements on routes travelled, distribution to distribution delivery vs.
distribution to retail), insurance requirements, testing requirements (Category 3 as of 1/1/19), packaging
requirements (rejection of non‐compliant goods) and documentation requirements (shipping manifests,
certificates of analysis, etc.).
MMAC’s Director of Branding and Marketing is Jonathan Medrano, who has partnered with companies,
corporate executives, and entrepreneurs to develop a variety of brands and products. Jonathan
participated in the developments phases from inception, through full development, and launch. He has
executed successful brand and product launches for Bacardi, Grey Goose, the Hilton Family, NFL,
Boardwalk Auto Group, Heavy Grass, Classix, 777, Rove, Viola, and Cura Cannabis.
Jonathan understands the unique and nuanced difference between cannabis marketing and packaging
versus traditional markets and applies that unique insight to MMAC. He navigates the marketing strategies
by following the restrictions on where you can market (geographically), who you can market to (21 and
over only), and the types of information that you can disseminate. The general intent of these cannabis
marketing rules is to reduce the likelihood of appealing to children or individuals under 21 and avoiding
advertising in such places or mediums likely to target such groups. Jonathan has successfully launched a
print and digital strategy that adroitly navigates within the cannabis marketing restrictions.
Fundamentally, MMAC’s goal is to retain the landscape of the communities in which it operates, thus
providing a thoughtful, tasteful, and unobtrusive marketing strategy that allows complementary and
positive marketing messaging. This is Jonathan’s forte. Jonathan’s success is evidenced by the successful
statewide launch of 777 and Classix flower on the Eaze delivery platform and with retailers from
Sacramento to San Diego.
Cannabis Industry Knowledge
MMAC’s direct cannabis industry experience dates back to 2006, when the MMAC owners started to bring
their extensive experience to the cannabis space in Los Angeles. The MMAC ownership team and
managers possess specialized knowledge in all facets of the cannabis industry collectively, which provides
the framework for the workflow and processes necessary for a successful cannabis retail operation.
MMAC’s ownership team brings their proven success in operating retail dispensaries to its anticipated
Pasadena location, while maintaining the aesthetics of the city, upholding its traditions and authenticity,
and actively participating in community initiatives to improve the City of Pasadena itself. MMAC has
accomplished this in each of its cannabis businesses and intends to apply the same principles to Pasadena.
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Most notably, MACC’s operational and compliance acumen was commended and utilized as the model
for other cannabis programs developing across the country. In October 2018, the National League of
Cities organized for 80 legislators and city council members from all over the country to visit MMAC retail,
cultivation, and distribution operations in Los Angeles as an exemplary model of compliant, best practices
cannabis operations. We advised these legislators on what is successful within the compliant cannabis
space as a model for them and other government officials considering enacting cannabis programs in their
respective cities. Cameron remains highly committed to advising legislators and council members on the
development of responsible and compliant cannabis programs across the nation as well as with local
governments such as the City of Pasadena.
MMAC DISPENSARIES
MMAC successfully owns and currently operates four licensed adult use and medical retail
dispensaries in Los Angeles. Each dispensary provides a unique and curated experience for the
consumer with a sophisticated marketing and branding strategy specially designed for each location.
The team considered the surrounding area and physical location of each storefront in order to blend in
naturally with the City and its environs, and will do the same in the proposed Pasadena location. MMAC
will implement its established practice of seamlessly integrating into the community by incorporating
the city’s aesthetic touches and maintaining the grandeur of the City’s Old Town ambiance, and
ultimately its traditions.
DISPENSARY ONE: The Wellness Earth Energy Dispensary – 11557 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, CA

Operating since 2006
Average Daily Customers = 400
High Times Cannabis Cup, 1st Place: Best Concentrate Overall; Best Indica Concentrate; Taster’s
Choice
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DISPENSARY TWO: Green Valley Collective – 10842 Magnolia, North Hollywood, CA

Average Daily Customers = 550
Launched Community Outreach Program to clean up North Hollywood
Voted “Most Friendly” dispensary staff by Leafly

DISPENSARY THREE: Gourmet Green Room – 1500 Esperanza St., Boyle Heights, CA
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Average Daily Customers = 150
ent to MMAC R&D/Boutique Cultivation Facility (Boyle Heights)
oused in an MMAC‐restored Art Deco Building from 1948

DISPENSARY FOUR: The Plug LA – 1555 Newton St., Los Angeles (downtown), CA

Average Daily Customers = 250

REDACTED
Complete Steampunk Design Remodel in 2018
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REDACTED

MMAC acquired its retail Pre‐ICO licenses in 2016. Named the Pre‐Interim Control Ordinance, Pre‐ICO is
the term used to describe medical marijuana businesses that were legally registered with the City of Los
Angeles before the Ordinance took effect in 2006. In connection with Proposition D, Pre‐ICO dispensaries
were allowed to legally operate so long as they adhered to certain licensing criteria, zoning ordinances,
and payment of taxes. In an industry where many at the time were not reporting or paying taxes, MMAC’s
team maintained all licensing criteria including paying taxes related thereto.
In 2016, MMAC successfully passed a Los Angeles Office of Finance audit that its operations were in
compliance with requirements (including payment of taxes) set forth by the City. In 2018, due to its Pre‐
ICO status, MMAC sought to participate in Phase 1 (only available to Pre‐ICOs) licensing applications in
Los Angeles, and applied for and obtained temporary City and State licensure (adult use and medical) for
its 4 retail operations and more. Beyond the mechanics of applying for and obtaining licenses, MMAC
navigated the several seismic regulatory shifts that the California cannabis industry saw from 2017
through today.
MMAC demonstrated its resilience and robust business capabilities during 2017 and 2018 in particular.
When California was getting ready to legalize adult‐use and medically commercial cannabis sales on
January 1, 2018, MMAC’s team was already prepared to transition its retail from the collective,
cooperative, and non‐profit models that had governed marijuana operators, to a robust state‐mandated
regulatory regime that would ultimately better serve the consumer. Among other things, the MMAC retail
team implemented a major shift in its operations and was able to do so with tenacious and forward‐
thinking leaders.
Robby’s leadership and knowledge of cannabis compliance guided MMAC through the many compliance
related changes set forth by Proposition 64: from a “deli‐style” approach to pre‐packaged products,
testing requirements, staffing requirements (over 21 only as of 1/1/18), inventory controls, visitor logs,
identification badges for staff, purchase of only compliant/licensed product (which was not that available
in January 2018), implementation of taxes (cannabis tax, sales tax, excise tax), new vendor protocols for
receiving and purchasing, and much more. Through multiple training sessions and implementation of
robust standard operating procedures, the MMAC retail operations team quickly and seamlessly pivoted
into a Proposition 64 world on January 1, 2018, ahead of peer stores. Notably, the Bureau of Cannabis
Control made several unannounced inspection‐related visits to MMAC operations in Q1 of 2018 and noted
exceptional compliance standards.
Under regulations enacted under the Medicinal and Adult‐Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act,
cannabis businesses were provided with a transition period that allowed for exceptions from certain
regulatory provisions. The transition period ended on June 30, 2018, and on July 1 cannabis operators had
to adhere to increased testing, packaging, and dosage requirements. To effectuate this transition, MMAC
management conducted a full audit of all products carried in our retail stores (at the time, over 400 SKUs)
and eliminated or destroyed all product that did not satisfy the new standards. On the July 1 transition
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date, consumers saw less inventory on retailers’ shelves because there were a number of cannabis goods
that did not pass the stricter testing and packaging requirements. MMAC, however, had been planning
for the expiration of the transition period regulations and supplemented the lack of compliant inventory
from outside vendors with internal product manufactured and/or cultivated at MMAC facilities that
exceeded all July 1 compliance requirements. Thus, for several weeks in July 2018, MMAC dispensaries
were among a handful of legal dispensaries in Los Angeles that had fully stocked shelves with compliant
inventory. The ability to adapt quickly is essential to operating in highly regulated environments,
particularly as that regulatory regime is being developed—MMAC and its team were able to do just that
by leveraging the expertise and experience of the ownership and management team.
Erin provides the security experience in the cannabis industry, which is an essential component of a
successful cannabis business, as it complements the internal operations and compliance. She brings a
wealth of information from her COO role at the modern IT and security firm that provide ancillary services
to cannabis clients, specifically cannabis retail dispensaries. The firm specializes in designing and executing
projects tailored to the technology and IT security of cannabis retail dispensaries. For example, a number
of cannabis dispensaries needed to open its doors on October 17th, legalization day in Canada, and the
company exceeded the anticipated deadlines for successful store openings, as it does in each of its
projects.
MMAC Cultivation
MMAC owns two licensed, indoor cultivation facilities in Los Angeles. At our Boyle Heights location, we
have approximately 250 lights and utilize this facility for research and development of new genetics and
cultivation technology. In addition, we are able to conduct small batch, boutique runs of exclusive strains
and genetics to complement our large‐scale mass production cultivation in Downtown LA.
Our state‐of‐the‐art cultivation facility in Downtown LA is approximately 16,500 square feet of flower
canopy with 4 flowering rooms and 750 lights, and a production capacity of 7500 + pounds per year. At
this facility we have implemented, and prepared for, the METRC track and trace protocols and
requirements. This facility was also the focus of the visit from legislators through the National League of
Cities.
MMAC Extraction
MMAC has obtained a Type 6, non‐volatile extraction license to manufacture cannabis products utilizing
ethanol and CO2 extraction methodologies. MMAC has partnered with an experienced extraction team
to design and build‐out the facility for scaled production and distribution of concentrates, edibles and oils
statewide. MMAC anticipates the manufacturing facility will be open for production in Spring 2019.
MMAC Brands

REDACTED
MMAC’s deep relationships and network in the cannabis industry with distributors, operators, cultivators,
and manufacturers has allowed quick, yet successful, launches of 5 compliant and award‐winning
cannabis brands, utilizing all internal MMAC product from our cultivation facilities. Our
flower brand
was named among 100 Cannabis Leaders of 2018 by Green Entrepreneur, noted for producing consistent
REDACTED
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and well‐crafted premium cannabis under scientific‐grade conditions. The success of these brands
generates approximately REDACTEDmonthly in distribution revenue for MMAC.

REDACTED

Ownership Team
MMAC’s organizational structure is arranged so that the ownership team is involved in every aspect of
day‐to‐day operations in order to maintain oversight, provide leadership, and ensure compliance. It is
imperative that owners actively participate in the business operations in order to build trust and unity
within the team, and promote team culture, which minimizes personnel issues. This is not just a
philosophy, but implemented on a daily basis. T
Three ways MMAC accomplishes ownership involvement in daily operations:




Each owner maintains their primary office at one of MMAC’s cannabis facilities.
Each owner conducts a weekly meeting with floor leads and managers every Wednesday.
Each owner conducts one‐on‐one meetings, monthly, with every single staff member at retail,
from reception up to management.

The owners believe that daily oversight and active management are essential to a successful cannabis
operation. To accomplish those goals, every MMAC facility houses one ownership member at all times so
that they are actively involved in the business operations. MMAC believes in leading by example and
institutes that philosophy by having an owner at each facility and location to ensure maximum compliance
and adherence to MMAC ideals and applicable law. The cannabis industry is substantially based on
compliance and the ownership team realizes that ownership involvement on a daily basis is the most
effective way to accomplish a seamless adherence to company policies.
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In addition to the ownership team maintaining physical office in MMAC locations, each owner conducts a
weekly meeting with floor leads and managers every Wednesday. The owners believe in being on the
floor, and in the mix, with the staff, in order to provide consistent structure and leadership. The meetings
are mandatory and the owners keep the agenda consistent, as follows:









Compliance
Product – What’s working/what’s not; pricing
Customer Feedback
Marketing
Security
Industry/vendor updates
Staff issues/concerns
Action items for the week

In addition to the weekly manager and floor lead meetings, MMAC owner/managers conduct monthly
one‐on‐one meetings with every single staff member across all levels, from reception through
management. We believe that communication and feedback are essential to upholding the high morale
in the office and promoting teamwork, which contributes to continually improving and scaling the
business.
All decisions that relate to compliance, cash management, staffing, product purchasing are expressly
reserved for owners/managers at each MMAC retail dispensary. This structure provides consistency and
visibility to the owner/managers across the organization. MMAC has selected an owner/manager to
permanently maintain an office at the Pasadena retail location to maintain consistency in the company’s
structure. Rigorous standard operating procedures are the crux of a successful and compliant cannabis
business and MMAC believes that the way to consistently implement and maintain such procedures by
gaining the staff’s vested interest, which is the reason why we staff an owner/manager at every single
MMAC operation and facility.
Section 2: BUSINESS PLAN
SUB‐SECTION 2A: OPERATIONS
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
MMAC developed and implemented Standard Operating Procedures for every aspect of a retail
dispensary, based on its many years of operating multiple dispensaries in California (Los Angeles). We
provide a number of the major SOP’s below as examples of the attention to detail spent in standardizing
the processes for all staff and clearly communicating those key policies.
Owners and managers repeat the importance of the SOP’s and integrate the processes into the daily
workflow of all staff. SOP’s are stored in a shared google drive for easy access to all staff, and are circulated
regularly to remind staff of its contents.
Listed below are some key documented standard operating procedures MMAC implemented in its current
operations, which have proven successful to efficient business operations, maintaining safety and
security, and ensuring compliance with the law. MMAC owners and managers require strict adherence to
the SOPs.
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SOP 1: License Posting Requirement ‐ MMAC has passed inspection each time BCC visits and checks for
compliance, as it shows any patron that we are a licensed dispensary.
Upon issuance of any license, the managers shall prominently display the license on the licensed premises
where it can be viewed by state and local agencies. If the licensed premises is open to the public, the
license shall be displayed in an area that is within plain sight of the public.

SOP 2: Access to Retailer Premises ‐ MMAC ensures that the individuals in the dispensary are of legal
age to patron the premises.
Access to the licensed premises shall be limited to individuals who are at least 21 years of age, and
individuals who are at least 18 years of age and have a valid physician’s recommendation.

SOP 3: Limited‐Access Areas ‐ MMAC maintains the safety and security of the dispensary by limiting
access to certain areas for authorized individuals. Individuals who are not authorized to enter the
limited access areas are immediately refused access.
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MMAC will implement the following limited access area procedures:
MMAC has established limited‐access areas within the retail dispensary; only authorized
individuals are permitted to enter the limited‐access areas;
Authorized individuals include individuals employed by MMAC as well as any outside vendors,
contractors, or other individuals conducting business that requires access to the limited access
area;
An individual in the limited‐access area who is not employed by MMAC shall be escorted by an
employee of the licensee at all times within the limited‐access area;
An individual who enters the limited‐access area shall be at least 21 years of age;
Manager shall maintain a log of all authorized individuals who are not employees of the retailer
who enter the limited‐access area. These logs shall be made available to the Bureau of Cannabis
Control upon request;
Manager or any member of our retail shall not receive consideration or compensation for

permitting an individual to enter the limited‐access area;
Throughout the facility, there are areas that are sensitive to access. These areas are called
“Limited Access Areas”. The State defines those as “an area in which cannabis is stored or held
and is only accessible to a licensee and authorized personnel.” These areas will be clearly marked
using the sign above posted on the egress point to that area. While in these areas, employees
must wear their identification badge in an easily visible position above their waistline;
Any person who is not an employee of MMAC may only enter these areas with the express
permission of the management team, and those persons must be escorted at all times by an
employee assigned by the manager who approved the visit;
MMAC has put in place visitor policies that will ensure that unauthorized persons are unable to gain access
to any cannabis products or cannabis plants inside the facility. The visitor policy is as follows:
Upon entry, all visitors will be required to present their ID to an employee of the facility and the employee
will use the ID to fill in all information on the visitor log. The visitor will then verify the information and
sign the log:
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First
Date Name

Last
Name

Reason for Employee
DOB Company Visit
Visiting

Time Time
In
Out

Verified
Signature By:

A manager will be paged to the entrance area to approve or deny the visitor. If approved, the manager
will sign the visitor log. Only managers can approve visitors;
The visitor will be issued a visitor identification badge that must be visibly worn by the visitor at all times
while on the premises;
The visitor will be escorted by a licensed employee assigned by the approving manager at all times while
on the premises;
The visitor will only be allowed to access areas that are directly relevant to their visit. They will not be
allowed to touch any cannabis or equipment unless their visit involves handling those items;
If a visitor is to violate any of these policies, they will be escorted immediately out of the
facility. The approving manager will follow up by filing an incident report describing the
nature of the violation of the visitor policy. If the visitor refuses to leave, the local
municipality authorities will be contacted to deal with the situation. Again, the approving
manager will follow up with an incident report and share that with the licensing
authorities, if necessary.
SOP 4: Licensee Employee Badge Requirement ‐ MMAC requires compliance with the badge
requirement to ensure that everyone on the premises knows who is an employee and who is not.
All agents, officers, or other persons acting for or employed by MMAC shall display a laminated or plastic‐
coated identification badge issued by the Company at all times while engaging in commercial cannabis
activity.
The identification badge shall, at a minimum, include:

REDACTED
SOP 5: Reception/Front Desk ‐ MMAC maintains a professional and friendly atmosphere while greeting
customers and checking their identification. This also allows the staff to learn the patron’s reason for
visiting and ensures that they are treated accordingly (medical v. adult use). This is successful in efficient
workflow and organized service for patrons.

REDACTED
Ask EVERYONE who enters the door: “May I see your ID?”
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If they are a visitor:
 Verify with management that they are expecting the visitor
 Check ID (Visitors MUST be 21)
 Give the visitor the visitor log to fill out
 Verify the ID matches what the filled out on the log
 Give them visitor badge and wait for their escort

REDACTED
SOP 6: ID Verification ‐ this practice ensures that each patron has a valid ID, MMAC turns away anyone
with a fraudulent or expired identification, or any ID that does not conform to the law. This practice
works in preventing ineligible individuals from being served.
Acceptable forms of identification include the following:





A document issued by a federal, state, county, or municipal government, or a political subdivision
or agency thereof, including, but not limited to, a valid motor vehicle operator's license, that
contains the name, date of birth, height, gender, and photo of the person;
A valid identification card issued to a member of the Armed Forces that includes the person’s
name, date of birth, and photo; or
A valid passport issued by the United States or by a foreign government.
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SOP 7: Checking in Customers at the Point of Sale ‐ This SOP provides another check on the person’s
credentials and improves customer efficiency.
Because our MMAC dispensaries serve adult‐use customers, you have the ability to bypass Customer
Intake and scan a customer’s ID directly from the POS. To begin checking customers in from the POS
terminal, ensure your POS barcode scanners that appear on our approved hardware list and are
properly configured to read 2D barcodes—some scanners may be too old to perform this function and
will need to be updated in order to do so.

REDACTED
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REDACTED
SOP 8: Daily Limits ‐ this SOP ensures that customers are not receiving an inordinate amount of
cannabis. Without this SOP, distribution level quantities could potentially result, which would create an
imbalance in the regulation and legality of the industry.
The company shall not sell more than the following amounts to a single adult‐use cannabis customer in a
single day:
 28.5 grams of non‐concentrated cannabis.
 8 grams of concentrated cannabis as defined in Business and Professions Code section 26001,
including concentrated cannabis contained in cannabis products.
 6 immature cannabis plants.
A retailer shall not sell more than the following amounts to a single medicinal cannabis patient, or to a
patient’s primary caregiver purchasing medicinal cannabis on behalf of the patient, in a single day:
 8 ounces of medicinal cannabis as defined in section 11362.77 of the Health and Safety Code.
 12 immature cannabis plants.
If a valid physician’s recommendation contains a different amount than the limits listed in this section,
the medicinal cannabis customer may purchase an amount of medicinal cannabis consistent with the
patient’s needs as recommended by a physician.
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REDACTED

SOP 9: Free Cannabis Goods ‐ MMAC strictly prohibits free cannabis goods in accordance with this SOP
to ensure appropriate inventory levels, prevent any kind of theft, and it works to keep order in the
dispensary.
MMAC personnel shall not provide free cannabis goods to any person. It shall not allow individuals who
are not employed by the retailer to provide free cannabis goods to any person on the licensed premises.
Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, in order to provide access to medicinal cannabis patients
who have difficulty accessing medicinal cannabis goods, MMAC may provide free medicinal cannabis
goods if all of the following criteria are met:
 Free cannabis goods are provided only to a medicinal cannabis patient or primary caregiver for
the patient in possession of a valid identification card issued under Section 11362.71 of the Health
and Safety Code.
 The cannabis goods comply with all applicable laboratory testing requirements under this division.
 Prior to being provided to the patient or primary caregiver, the cannabis goods have been
properly recorded in the track and trace system as belonging to the retailer.
 The cannabis goods shall not leave the licensed premises unless placed in an opaque package as
required for purchased cannabis goods under Business and Professions Code section 26070.1.
 The cannabis goods shall be applied toward the daily purchase limit for a medicinal cannabis
customer pursuant to section 5409 of this division.
 The event shall be properly recorded in the retailer’s inventory records and the track and trace
system.
SOP 10: Returns and Refunds ‐ this SOP assures inventory control, prevents theft, and tracks any
returns/refunds. It also maintains appropriate sales and tax records and ties into the overall financial
condition of the company.
If a customer needs to return an item, you may need to issue a refund. This process can be done by
navigating to Retail tab and selecting the ‘Sell Treez’ view.

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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REDACTED
SOP 11: Learning about Taxes and Helping Keep Customers Informed ‐ Prop 64 caused changes in the
taxes and customers were upset with the increase. This SOP specifically helped MMAC staff to explain
the change in law and enabled the staff to handle hostile customers. MMAC staff was able to
effectively educate the public about the changes.
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REDACTED

Arms Length Excise Tax


When discussing cannabis excise taxes, an AL transaction refers to a transaction in which
cannabis products are sold or transferred to a retailer from an outside company. For
example, when a dispensary receives a shipment of edibles from a third‐party distributor,
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it would be considered an AL transaction because the dispensary and the distributor that
sold the edibles are separate businesses.
The average market price on AL items is calculated based on the wholesale cost of the
item rather than the retail price of the item. California sets a standard multiplier every 6
months (currently 60%) in order to determine the AMP of an item from the wholesale
cost. This is intended to act as a predictor for the amount a retailer will mark‐up products.
The 15% excise tax is then calculated off of the AMP. Because AL excise tax is calculated
on the wholesale cost of the goods and not the retail price, the amount will remain fixed
at checkout — regardless of whether or not you sell the product for a discounted price
(Wholesale Cost x CA AMP Multiplier) x 15% = AL Excise Tax on Item ($5 wholesale cost x
60%) x 15% = $0.45.
In an AL transaction, excise taxes are collected and remitted to the state by the
distributor. Retailers will typically pay this upfront to the distributor at the time the
products are delivered, and then collect the excise tax back from customers when the
products are sold.

Non‐Arm's‐Length (NAL) Transactions






A NAL transaction is a transaction in which the buyer and seller are part of the same or
affiliated business entity. In the context of cannabis excise taxes, NAL transactions occur
when a company is a micro‐ or vertically‐integrated business or has multiple cannabis
licenses including a distribution and retail license. Because a single company may handle
different roles in the lifecycle of a sale (e.g. cultivation, distribution, and retail) this
distinction exists to ensure vertically integrated businesses are paying appropriate
amounts of excise tax to the state and aren’t undercutting industry standard pricing.
The excise tax on items from NAL transactions is simply 15% of the retail price. This is
because the average market price of these items is simply the retailer’s gross sales of the
product to customers. Because NAL excise tax is calculated off the retail price of an item,
the amount calculated will increase as the price goes up and decrease if the price is
discounted. Retail Price x 15% = NAL Excise Tax on Item ($10 retail cost) x 15% = $1.50
When a distribution license‐holder sells or transports cannabis products to a retailer,
they’re responsible for collecting the NAL excise tax from the retailer and remitting the
tax to the state, regardless of whether or not the retailer is owned by the same company.
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REDACTED

SOP 12: Cash Controls SOP ‐ this SOP ensures that the cash is handled properly, avoids counting errors,
and prevents mistakes or loss in cash.

REDACTED
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REDACTED
‐OR‐

REDACTED
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SOP 13: Vendor/Delivery Intake SOP ‐ this SOP specifically provides a systematic way for delivery intake
to occur and accomplishes the tracking and recording of vendor deliveries.

REDACTED
SOP 14: Adding Inventory SOP ‐ this SOP provides staff with the procedure for adding inventory to the
POS for tracking inventory and following this practices ensures cash flow and inventory management.

REDACTED
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REDACTED
SOP 15: Cash Drops ‐ this SOP works in ensuring that the cash level in the drawers do not become too
high, which aids in the safety and security of the premises by preventing robberies and theft. This
ensures correct cash counting and cash management, which in turn ties into the financial health of the
company.
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REDACTED

SOP 16: Closing Out Registers ‐ this SOP assists in cash management and cash counting at the end of
each shift; recording the bills and amounts also aids in tracking the incoming cash and financial status
of the company.
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REDACTED

SOP 17: Packaging Information for Retail Associates ‐ this SOP ensures safety in a number of ways. This
SOP is successful in preventing children from obtaining cannabis because of the tamper‐evident and
child‐resistant packaging.
 Cannabis product packaging
 Cannot resemble traditionally available food packages
 Must be tamper‐evident, re‐sealable if the product includes multiple servings, and child‐
resistant.
 Packaging for edibles must be opaque. Only edible cannabis products are required to be
in opaque packaging. Edibles are products similar to traditional food products, such as
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cakes, cookies, beverages and juices, tea and coffee, chocolates, gummies, gum and
mints.
All manufactured products must be packaged according to regulatory standards before they are
released to a distributor.
Cannabis product labeling
 May not refer to the product as a candy
 May not be attractive to children
 May not make health claims or include cartoons.
The labeling requirements fall into two categories
 Primary panel requirements ‐ The primary panel is the portion of the label that is most
likely to be displayed to the consumer at retail.
 Informational panel requirements. ‐ The informational panel can be located anywhere
else on the package.
Cannabis (flower and pre‐rolls that only contain flower) must meet the basic requirements
outlined in the Business & Professions Code: Division 10, Chapter 12. CDPH has not specified any
additional requirements for cannabis in the emergency regulations.
Pre‐rolls that only contain flower must follow all packaging and labeling standards outlined in the
California Business and Professions Code.
Pre‐rolls that contain both flower and concentrates ("infused pre‐rolls") must meet all packaging
and labeling required of manufactured products, as outlined in the MCSB regulations for cannabis
manufacturers.
Universal Symbol
 The Universal Symbol must be black. It cannot be modified, other than resizing, and the color
cannot be changed from black.
 The symbol must be visible on your label. If your packaging is dark, you can use a lighter
background color on your label where the symbol will be placed or you can outline the symbol
using a contrasting color.
 All manufactured cannabis products – both edible and non‐edible – must have the universal
symbol on the label’s primary panel.
 The Universal Symbol is only required to be placed on manufactured cannabis
products.
 Manufactured cannabis products must be packaged and labeled in their final form
before they are released to a distributor as finished product. THC and CBD content is
required labeling and must be listed prior to this release.
 Manufactured cannabis products are required to have both THC and CBD content
listed on the label. If the product doesn’t contain either of these, it still must be listed
as 0 mg.
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SOP 18: Waste Management Plan ‐ this SOP works in maintaining overall cleanliness and hygiene of the
facility and communicates effectively to staff the regulations to ensure that they are in compliance with
waste management. Cannabis waste and disposal is important to the environment as well.
 This section, the Waste Management Plan (“Plan”), is provided to detail how MMAC dispensaries
will collect, manage, and dispose of cannabis waste generated throughout the operations. This
Plan is designed to be in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations; specifically Title 3,
Division 8, Chapter 1, Article 4, §8308 of the California Code of Regulations.
 The policies and procedures described in this Plan are applicable to all cannabis waste generated
on MMAC’s premises throughout the retail operation. As such, the Plan applies to both employees
of MMAC and all contractors & partners.
 Responsibilities
 Managers will be responsible for implementing this Plan into the operations of The
Company. Additionally, they will perform a review of this Plan annually or as the need
arises to improve business operations and compliance.
 Storage of Waste
 All cannabis waste generated throughout operations will be stored in secure containers.
These containers will be stored in a video‐monitored, secured area of the facility that is
accessible only by the employees of The Company when not being actively used by an
employee in another area of the Premises. The ability to access the secured waste storage
area will be limited to only members of the Executive Team, the Lead Cultivator, and the
Assistant Lead Cultivator. The Company will ensure that it has enough containers available
at all times to store all cannabis waste generated before disposal.
 Disposal of Waste
 MMAC will utilize the services of a waste hauler that is contracted by the local agency.
Currently, the City of Bellflower contracts EcoWaste Services. EcoWaste Services offers a
“Green/Yard Waste” pickup service to both residential and commercial customers. The
Company will utilize this pickup service to handle its cannabis waste. This ensures that the
waste is handled properly and does not end up in a landfill. Alternatively, EcoWaste
Services recycles the “Green/Yard Waste” either by composting it or processing it in their
state‐of‐the‐art Anaerobic Digester which produces Renewable Natural Gas and an
organic fertilizer. The facilities used by the waste hauler to recycle the cannabis waste will
be manned and fully permitted. The use of this service further illustrates The Company’s
dedication to minimizing the environmental impact of its operations.
SOP 19: Recordkeeping ‐ this SOP records waste collected and disposed throughout the operation so
that the dispensary is in compliance with environmental standards. This SOP works in protecting the
environment and ensuring the proper disposal of waste.
 The Company will record all cannabis waste collected and disposed of throughout the operation,
as described in the procedures above. In addition, the waste hauler will provide records of
collection dates & times and documentation proving receipt of cannabis waste at a solid waste
facility as described in the procedure above. These records; meaning all records, applications,
reports, or other supporting documents required by the department; will be kept for at least
seven (7) years from the date the record was created. They will be kept in a manner that allows
records to be provided at the licensed premises or delivered to the department. These records
will be legible and stored in a secured area where the records are protected from debris, moisture,
contamination, hazardous waste, fire, and theft.
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Financial Plan
Initial start‐up expenses for the Pasadena store are budgeted to be approximately REDACTED. This amount
includes REDACTED in cash reserves. The bulk of the start‐up costs will be interior and exterior
improvements to the real estate in Pasadena, opening inventory (which will be purchased from a MMAC‐
affiliated cultivation facility), employee hiring and training costs, marketing, and equipment and furniture
purchases.
Startup Capital Improvements/Expenses ‐ MMAC
Pasadena License Fees (MJ)

REDACTED

Incorporation Expenses
Deposits
Bank Account/Cash Reserve
Rent
Interior Modifications

Equipment/Machinery Required:
Computers/Servers
Surveillance System
Furniture and Displays
Office Furniture, Desks, Shelving
Other Electronics
Alarm System
Signage
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Total Equipment/Machinery

REDACTED

Exterior Improvements:
Sidewalk
Landscaping
Parking Lot/Structure
Total Exterior Improvements

Insurance
Utilities
Printing and Reproduction
Pre‐Opening Advertising
Professional Fees
Opening Inventory (Cannabis & Merchandise)
TOTAL
The foregoing start‐up expenditures include capital improvements, furnishings, and equipment
purchases related to the real estate on which the licensed premises will be located. MMAC plans to
undertake the following capital improvements to the real property:
 Core and shell of existing real property
 Landscaping and exterior beautification services, including trimming and reviving of
existing plants and trees and placement of landscaping rock
 Re‐pave and stripe of parking lot, if any; contribution of capital towards developing additional
parking
 Repair sidewalk, walkways, and other concrete on property
 Improvements to retail cannabis store interior, including new drywall, electrical
systems, HVAC systems, and plumbing
 Installation of walkways, bathrooms, water fountains, and other ADA requirements
 Replacement of all lighting fixtures, indoor and outdoor
 Design and Installation of air cleaner system, carbon filters, can‐fan exhaust system,
and other preventative measures for odor management plan
 Installation of new commercial locks
 Installation of new commercial steel doors with non‐residential hardware
 Design and Installation of required surveillance systems
 Design and Installation of alarm system
 Design and construct lockable, enclosed dumpster area for all waste disposal
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Design, construct, and install new signs
Construct vault room, install safes, and bolt to floor

Cash Flow Analysis and Income Statement Projection
MMAC’s cash flow and income statement projections are based on data extrapolated from the existing
stores that MMAC already owns and manages, specifically stores in Studio City, North Hollywood, and
Downtown Los Angeles. MMAC’s estimates on revenues, cost of goods sold, and other factors that
impact profitability are conservative. At full operational capacity, MMAC expects greater than 700
customers per day at its Pasadena store.
Major factors and assumptions influencing projections include:
 The limited number of retail stores to be licensed in Pasadena.
 The business landscape of Pasadena, mixing tourism, local residents dedicated to local businesses,
and high levels of foot traffic in Pasadena’s commercial districts.
 Targeting of potential corner location with high foot traffic and visibility, thus maximizing
exposure to passers‐by
 Development of ample parking for customers
 Specialized and hyper‐local advertising targeting on social media and neighborhood business
partnerships
 Cultivation of supply within MMAC‐affiliated cultivation facilities
 Large amounts of square footage allowing for maximum customer visitation capability
 Payroll expenses increase 2.0% monthly
 Cannabis sales increase 10% monthly during each of first six months; increase 5% monthly
beginning in seventh month; 2% monthly thereafter
 Cost of Goods Sold is estimated to be 55% of cannabis sales revenue and is consistent with the
Company’s other cannabis dispensaries in Southern California
 Net Sales is the sum of cannabis sales and merchandise sales
REDACTED
 Merchandise Sales estimated to be
per month
 Merchandise Sales includes non‐cannabis products and accessories
 Any cash held in excess ofREDACTED is up streamed to the Holding Company (MM Acquisition Co.,
LLC). This is reflected in the Cash Flow from Financing Activities section.
The Pro Forma Income Statement and Cash Flow is:
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REDACTED
REDACTED
Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Since 2016, MMAC has raised nearly REDACTED in equity and another REDACTED in debt to do the
following:





fund the acquisition of licenses and real estate;
build out and/or improve four retail dispensaries;
build‐out two cultivation and distribution facilities; and
cover operating overhead.

As of December 31, 2018, the Company has overREDACTED cash in the bank and net working capital of
almost REDACTED, well in excess of the projectedREDACTED in start‐up expenses.
Not only are we currently capitalized to start doing business in Pasadena immediately, but also we have
reach a stage in our business where we are profitable and cash flow positive so we do not need to raise
additional capital to support ongoing operations.
Below is a copy of the 12/31/2018 Balance Sheet of MMAC:
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REDACTED
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Records Software
MMAC keeps accurate records of commercial cannabis activity and shall maintain such records in
electronic format for a period of no less than seven years. MMAC uses Treez in its other California
dispensaries and will use Treez in its Pasadena location as well. Treez is an enterprise quality retail
management software that manages both inventory and sales transactions. The software platform was
built purposely for the cannabis industry while ensuring constant compliance with state Track‐and‐Trace
systems (METRC). The point of sale system shall record evidence of every sale of cannabis or cannabis
product via a receipt and record a manifest when accepting inventory from vendors. The receipts and
manifests shall be maintained electronically in an on‐site server but also be accessible via a cloud
server. Electronic invoices shall record evidence of every receipt of transfer of cannabis or cannabis
product from a third‐party cannabis licensee. Pursuant to State law, each sales invoice shall include:








the name, address, and license information of the seller;
the name, address, and license information of the purchaser;
the date of sale;
the invoice number;
the kind, quantity, size, and capacity of packages of cannabis or cannabis products sold;
the cost to the purchaser, together with any discounts applied to the price; and
the place from which transport for the cannabis or cannabis product was made unless transport
was made from the premises of the licensee, and any other information specified by the licensing
authority.

Track‐and‐Trace
California State law requires the department to establish a track and trace program for reporting the
movement of cannabis and cannabis products through the distribution chain, that utilizes a unique
identifier, secure packaging, and is capable of providing specific information about the cannabis being
transported (See Division 10, Chapter 6.5, Section 26067). MMAC will take the following steps to comply
with the track and trace provisions:







Create and maintain an active and functional account within the track and trace system (METRC)
prior to engaging in any commercial cannabis activity;
MMAC’s senior corporate manager, Agatha Karmelita (“Aggie”), shall be designated as the track
and trace system account manager. Aggie shall have the authority to setup additional owners and
employees as track and trace system users. Aggie also shall be responsible for training and
certification of each user prior to such user’s access or use of the system;
 Aggie shall attend and successfully complete all required METRC track and trace system
training, including any orientation and continuing education prior to receiving the annual
license
MMAC will hold separate log‐ins (usernames, and passwords) for each account manager and
user.
Account manager and users will only access the track and trace system under their respective log‐
ins. Account managers and users will not share their respective log‐ins with other individuals;
All compliance notifications from the track and trace system shall be monitored and all issues
arising from such notifications shall be resolved in a timely fashion;
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MMAC shall keep separate records of all compliance notifications received from the track and
trace system. Such records shall be maintained electronically in an on‐site server as well as with
cloud back‐up;
MMAC shall keep separate records of all manners of resolution of compliance notifications. Such
records shall be maintained electronically in an on‐site server as well as with cloud back‐up;
If MMAC is unable to resolve a compliance notification within three business days of receiving the
notification, MMAC shall immediately contact the Bureau of Cannabis Control;
MMAC takes full responsibility for actions of its account manager and users in the track and trace
system;
MMAC shall record in the track and trace system all commercial cannabis activity, including
packaging of cannabis goods, sales of cannabis goods, transportation of cannabis goods, receipt
of cannabis goods, return of cannabis goods, destruction and disposal of cannabis goods,
laboratory testing and results, and any other activity as required pursuant to state law;
For each activity recorded in the track and trace system, MMAC shall specify the name and type
of the cannabis goods, unique identifier of the cannabis goods, amount of the cannabis goods, by
weight or count, date and time of the activity or transaction, name and license number of other
licensees involved in the activity or transaction, and whether the cannabis goods are being
transported;
MMAC shall transport cannabis goods pursuant to a shipping manifest generated through the
track and trace system. The shipping manifest shall include the name and type of the cannabis
goods, unique identifier of the cannabis goods, amount of the cannabis goods, by weight or count,
date and time of the activity or transaction, name and license number of other licensees involved
in the activity or transaction. It shall also include:
 the name, license number and premises of the address of the originating licensee
 the name, license number, and premises address of the licensee transporting the
cannabis goods
 the name, license number, and premises address of the destination licensee receiving the
cannabis goods into inventory or storage;
 the date and time of departure from the licensed premises and approximate date and
time of departure from each subsequent licensed premises, if any;
 the arrival date and estimated time of arrival at each licensed premises;
 driver license number of the personnel transporting the cannabis goods, and the make,
model, and license plate number of the vehicle used for transport;
 Upon pick‐up or receipt of cannabis goods for transport, storage, or inventory, a receiving
employee shall ensure that the cannabis goods received are as described in the shipping
manifest, and shall record acceptance and acknowledgment of the cannabis goods in the
track and trace system;
 Discrepancies between the type or quantity specified in the shipping manifest and the
type or quantity received by the licensee shall be recorded and documented in the track
and trace system and in MMAC’s separate electronic record‐keeping system.
When destruction or disposition of product is undertaken by MMAC, the following information
shall be recorded in the track and trace system: name of employee performing the destruction
or disposal, the reason for destruction or disposal, entity that will collect and process the waste,
any adjustments made in the track and trace system. Description of the adjustments in the track
and trace system may include spoilage fouling, exposure or compromise of cannabis goods.
MMAC shall enter all transactions into the track and trace system within 24 hours of occurrence;
MMAC shall only enter complete and accurate information into the track and trace system. If a
user identifies information that was not entered completely and accurately, the user will notify
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the account manager and coordinate the correction of the known errors immediately upon
discovery.
Loss of Access to the track and trace system can cause immediate problems to MMAC’s tracking
compliance system. If MMAC loses access to the track and trace system for any period of time,
MMAC shall maintain comprehensive records detailing all cannabis activities conducted during
the loss of access. MMAC shall immediately document and notify the Bureau of Cannabis Control
immediately when access is lost, when access is restored, and the cause for the loss of access
(internet issues, power issues, fire, water damage, etc.). Once the access is restored, MMAC will
enter all off‐line recorded commercial cannabis activity back into the track and trace system.
During any time where access to the track and trace system is lost, MMAC’s policy is not to
transport, transfer, or deliver any cannabis goods until such time as access is restored and all
information recorded in the track and trace system.
State law requires the track and trace system to be reconciled with the physical inventory of
cannabis goods at least once every 14 days. MMAC intents to reconcile the physical inventory at
MMAC’s tore with the track and trace system every five days. If MMAC finds a discrepancy
between the physical inventory and the track and trace system, MMAC shall conduct an audit as
well as notify the Bureau of any reportable activity pursuant to Section 5036.

State Testing Requirements
Upon receipt of a certificate of analysis stating that a batch of product meets specifications required by
law, inventory manager must ensure: (a) that the certificate of analysis provided by the distributor from
a testing laboratory is the certificate of analysis that corresponds to the batch of product received by the
inventory manager; (b) the label on the cannabis goods is consistent with the certificate of analysis
regarding cannabinoid content and contaminants; (c) the weight or count of the cannabis batch comports
with the information in the track and trace system; and (d) all events prior to receipt of the goods has
been entered into the track and trace system. If either of (a)‐(d) above are not satisfied, immediately
notify owner/manager as well as distributor. Do not allow such goods to be made available for sale.
Below
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Come December 31, 2018, Phase III testing becomes the requirement for all product. In addition to the
current panel for testing, all products will be tested for Terpenoids, Mycotoxins, Heavy Metals, and Water
Activity.
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Yes. Per the BCC regulations section 5715 phase in of required laboratory testing; because they were
tested
during
Phase
I,
their
CoA
continues
to
be
compliant.
E.g. – A product was harvested in February, has a CoA 1, but was not sold until after July 1. The CoA 1
continues
to
be
acceptable.
If I have product that was manufactured or harvested before July 1 and haven’t had it tested yet, which
CoA
does
it
need
to
have?
CoA 2. As we move forward, all product is tested for the required specifications of that phase.
E.g. – A product was manufactured in May and was not tested until mid‐July = Will be tested under Phase
II
requirements.
Does

the

Unique

Identifier

(UID)

number

need

to

on

the

package?

Yes. The UID is found on the CoA and must be on individual packages.The UID will accompany the product
throughout
its
life
cycle.
What is an Research and Development (R&D) report and how is that different from a CoA?
An R&D report is a report generated during the development of a product or a pre‐harvested flower. It is
not a State approved CoA as it may come from a lab that is not state approved or be a report that does
not
include
all
state
required
tests.
What can we do with product that has not been tested, but we’d like to sell?
This product needs to be put in the hands of a distributor to be tested at a State certified lab and then
sold. Also, you must ensure that testing lab employees take the sample of cannabis from the distributor’s
premises. It will be tested for the panel in the Phase testing requirements are in.
E.g. – My product is was manufactured in January, but I never tested it and now want to sell it. I must send
it to a distributor and they will arrange for testing. It will be tested adhering to Phase II regulations and be
able to sell if it passes.
Employee Training
MMAC’s employees learn their job duties and industry knowledge through an REDACTED
training period which includes ongoing observation, immersion, and examination. This REDACTED
training includes study and analysis of a
training manual, drafted by Robby
REDACTED
Pinnamaneni, our Director of Legal and Compliance.

REDACTED
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REDACTED

Employees and managers of MMAC have gained industry experience in California, Colorado, and Oregon,
where regulations are designed to encourage the licensee to train employees in compliance with all
existing cannabis regulations. In Pasadena, employees of MMAC also will be required to undertake the
courses provide by Cannabis Trainers’ Colorado which is part of a growing movement to train and certify
cannabis employees in California.
In addition to MMAC’s formal onboarding training above, MMAC requires its vendors to conduct
specialized training for all of our staff on their products, including new product releases.
SUBJECT MATTER OF EMPLOYEE TRAINING

















Age Verification Plans
Varieties of cannabis strains
Methods of ingesting cannabis
Types of cannabis goods
Potency and effects of cannabis and cannabis goods
Sale limits for cannabis and cannabis goods
Impaired Customers
Regulatory and legal updates
Cash handling protocol
Point‐of‐sale system operations
Track and Trace inputting
Non‐discrimination
Environmental stewardship
Discounts, pricing, and sales techniques
Safety and Security
Emergency Preparedness Plan
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Communication with Employees
Communication with Customers
Dealing with Complaints

IMPAIRED CUSTOMERS
MMAC employees are trained on the following guidelines for dealing with impaired customers. Part of
working in a retail store involves dealing with customers impaired, usually by alcohol, but sometimes due
to drug use, or due to some mental or emotional instability. These situations are amongst the most
challenging and must be handled in the correct manner as to avoid any injuries or lawsuits. One never
knows when one will be faced by an intoxicated or impaired customer.
Guidelines to Follow

REDACTED
What to Do: If you suspect that a customer is impaired by any means:

REDACTED
There is NO magic universal solution to dealing with impaired customers.

REDACTED

Leave it to the professionals: the security personnel or the police.
Customer Education
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Ultimately, it is MMAC’s responsibility to keep its customers safe and informed. In doing so, the dispensary
owner/manager shall provide and maintain customer education materials in accordance with BCC and
City regulations. All materials must be made available in languages accessible to all patients served by the
MMAC, including for the visually‐and hearing‐impaired. The dispensary owner/manager may engage the
services of a third‐party for translation services. The dispensary owner/manager may also utilize customer
education materials with approval from the owner/manager approved sources. Americans for Safe Access
is an approved source.
All MMAC employees are trained in customer education, particularly with respect to the different varieties
of cannabis strains and cannabis products. MMAC espouses the “First‐Time 5” initiative which 1) identifies
first‐time consumers of cannabis and then 2) educates those customers and existing customers on
edibles. MMAC will not sell an individual product that contains more than 5 grams of THC to a first‐time
user. MMAC utilizes packaging specifically designed with the logo “First‐Time 5” prominently displayed
so all customers will be aware of responsible consumption of edibles. The First‐Time 5 placards and
educational materials are available in all MMAC retail locations. MMAC employees are also trained and
tested on their ability to educate consumers on the different effects of the varying strains of cannabis
carried in the store inventory. MMAC also has on‐hand in its stores and passes out to consumers the
informational materials which are part of a broad cannabis consumer education campaign undertaken by
responsible vendors in the cannabis industry. The campaign is modeled after the State of Colorado’s
“Good to Know” campaign.
Currently, at MMAC retail dispensaries, we conduct monthly education events for customers, onsite at no
charge where we bring in vendors and speakers to discuss different cannabis products and effects as well
as therapeutic applications. An example of such events is displayed below:
[reiki pdf]
MMAC works collaboratively with business and industry, local and state governments, community
organizations, and educational partners to accomplish common goals for nationwide educational
development. MMAC aims to create communication avenues with the surrounding community, including:
 Educating consumers on cannabis products, potency, effects, and variety.
 Developing internships and service learning opportunities for college students
 To identify and incorporate community interests with business and industry needs in future
planning
 To foster faculty, staff, and student involvement in community organizations and events.
 The following information exemplifies the knowledge that employees are tasked with
communicating to consumers. Employees are trained to study such information and required to
pass written tests and education demonstration tests to qualify to work in MMAC’s store.
Examples of information provided to educate are listed below:
TYPES OF CANNABIS
INDICA
Cannabis Indica is a core healer and usually consists of a body high.
Good for chronic back pain
Tends to settle an individual into their surroundings, decreases energy
The plants are shorter and bushier
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The leaves are fat and create an almost tear drop shape
SATIVA
Sativas are a cerebral high strain.
They offer a very energetic and uplifted high
The plants themselves can grow very tall.
They are often used to create F1 Hybrids which are combination of Cannabis Indicas and Cannabis Sativa's.
The leaves are long and skinny.
RUDERALIS / HEMP
Cannabis Ruderals is actually a subspecies of Cannabis Sativa.
It is a low potency genotype
Contains negligible amounts of THC and does not offer a high
Research shows that ruderals have significant amounts of CBD so is being used more frequently now for
medicinal value.
The term was originally used in the former Soviet Union to describe the varieties of hemp that had escaped
cultivation and adapted to the surrounding region.
Cannabis is a dioecious herbaceous annual that can grow to a height of 8‐12 feet, with reports as high as
20 feet. The plant has flowers that bloom from late summer to mid‐fall, when grown outdoors. Cannabis
plants usually have one of two types of flowers, male or female, and some plants have both. Male flowers
grow in elongated clusters along the leaves and turn yellow and die after blossoming. Female flowers
grow in spike‐like clusters and remain dark green for a month after blossoming. Hash is made from the
resin of the cannabis flowers. Cannabis plants contain hundreds of chemicals, 109 of which fit into a
category called cannabinoids. THC, of course, is one of these cannabinoids.
Cannabinoids are a class of diverse chemical compounds that act on cannabinoid receptors on cells that
repress neurotransmitter release in the brain. These receptor proteins include the endocannabinoids
(produced naturally in the body by humans and animals), the phytocannabinoids (found in cannabis and
some other plants), and synthetic cannabinoids (manufactured chemically).
THC (Tetrahydrocannabinol):
Psychoactive
The Cannabinoid that causes the “high” of cannabis. The most prevalent cannabinoid, a larger THC content
will produce a stronger more “racy” high. Appetite stimulant, anti nausea, pain reliever.
THC A
Non‐Psychoactive cannabinoid that is THC prior to decarboxylation
CBD (Cannabidiol)
Non‐psychoactive.
Currently the most talked about and medicinal of all known cannabinoids. Increases some of the effects
of THC and decreases other effects of THC. Anti Mutagen, Antibacterial, Pain Reliever, Anti Anxiety,
Promotes bone growth, slows bacterial growth, neuro protective, inhibits cancer cell growth, anti
inflammatory, anti convulsion, lowers blood sugar and so much more.
CBN (Cannabinol)
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Somewhat psychoactive and is produced as THC ages and breaks down, this process is known as oxidation.
High levels of CBN tend to make the user feel messed up rather than high.
THCV (Tetrahydrocannabivarin)
Found primarily in strains of African and Asian cannabis.
THCV increases the speed and intensity of THC effects, but also causes the high to end sooner.
CBC (Cannabichromene)
Not psychoactive in pure form but is thought to interact with THC to enhance the high.
CBL (Cannabicyclol)
Degradative product like CBN.
Light converts CBC to CBL.
WEIGHT vs. VOLUME vs. POTENCY
Weight: Weight is determined by the heaviness, or mass, of the item, and is measured with the use of a
scale. MMAC will sell most products by weight so that the customer is getting the same amount every
single time that he or she shops. Products sold by weight include Cannabis Flower, Hash Oils (BHO, PHO,
RSO, IHO, Co2)
Volume: Volume is the amount of space that an item you are measuring takes up. An 8 oz. jar of balm or
liquid edible will hold 8 oz. of product by volume, not by weight or potency. A 12 oz. liquid edible drink
could have only 10mg of THC in the whole bottle. So this would count to any "dosage limit" rather than
your "weight limit"
Potency: When dealing with flower, potency of cannabinoids is based off the percentage of that
cannabinoid present total in the oils of the plant not the total percentage of the bud. (NOTE: Mass of
drive plant material consumed: 1g = 1000mg BY WEIGHT, but 10% of that mass is “active ingredients”
which means 0.1 grams of Cannabinoids and terpenes. Of those “active ingredients,” 23% of that is THC
so 0.023g of that weight is THC, i.e 23 mg of active ingredients.)
When dealing with edibles the mg potency listed on the package is the milligrams of total active
cannabinoid available for digestion in that piece as a whole. The cannabinoid potency profile gives you
the concentration of cannabinoids expressed in percentage of weight per weight (% wt/wt). This is the
weight of the cannabinoid divided by the total plant weight.
Edibles, tinctures, and topicals are displayed in milligrams of cannabinoids per sample serving size
(mg/serving) so patients can better judge their proper dosage levels and compare different medicated
products with different serving sizes.
OTHER TERMINOLOGY
TERPENES
Secreted in the same glands that produce cannabinoids like THC and CBD, terpenes are the pungent oils
that color cannabis varieties with distinctive flavors like citrus, berry, mint, and pine. Medical research on
cannabis has so avidly focused on cannabinoids that we are still researching information about these
aromatic compounds yet. However, we know just enough to realize that terpenes are the next frontier in
medical cannabis.
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Terpenes in cannabis began for adaptive purposes: to repel predators and lure pollinators. There are many
factors that influence a plant’s development of terpenes, including climate, weather, age and maturation,
fertilizers, soil type, and even the time of day. Over 100 different terpenes have been identified in the
cannabis plant. The diverse palate of cannabis flavors is impressive enough, but arguably the most
fascinating characteristic of terpenes is their ability to interact synergistically with other compounds in
the plant, like cannabinoids.
EDIBLES
Edibles are a popular way to consume cannabis. Visitors and tourists are especially attracted to different
ways to consume cannabis, and edibles will likely be a popular choice for many visiting Pasadena. The
effect of edibles can take anywhere from 45 minutes to a couple of hours to affect the consumer. The
p450 Enzyme in your stomach regulates your body’s ability to metabolize THC. Some people actually
cannot feel the effects of edibles, and that’s because that individual is likely missing the p450 Enzyme in
his or her stomach. Customers must be educated on consuming edibles with caution, only eating small
amounts until they are comfortable with the product.
REDACTED

TOPICALS, TRANSDERMALS, AND TINCTURES
Topical products relate to creams, salves, sprays, lotions, and gels applied directly to a part of the body
for localized relief . Many creams do not contain THC, but rather only CDB or other noon‐psychoactive
cannabinoids.
Transdermal products involve a route of administration wherein active ingredients are delivered across
the skin for systemic distribution. Examples are patches, soaks, and suppositories. Similar to topical
products, many transdermal products do not contain THC, but rather only CDB or other noon‐
psychoactive cannabinoids.
Tinctures are liquid extracts made from herbs that a consumer takes orally. Tinctures are usually extracted
with alcohol, but they can also be extracted in vegetable glycerine or apple cider vinegar (non‐alcohol).
Tinctures are easy and convenient to use and typically odorless. Because they are taken directly under
the tongue, they enter the bloodstream much more directly than by any other means
EXTRACTS
The most basic form of oil can be a cold press product ‐ a plant‐based oil like coconut, olive, vegetable,
avocado, hemp, etc. Oil can also be used in a smoking or vaporizing method and many different forms
of extractions have been used to create this form of cannabis. Vaping has become one of the most popular
ways to consume cannabis in the last several years. There are several different types of cannabis extracts,
so labeled based on their method of extraction of the THC from the plant. Vaporizing, as it applies to
cannabis, is the process of heating dried cannabis to a temperature just below its combustion point of
392°F. Although vaporizers have been around for some time now, it is only in the last five to ten years
that the benefits of vaporization have become widely known. There are many different types of vape
pens. Some are made to be used with cannabis flowers, some with hash or wax, and some are made to
be used with oil cartridges. The vape pens used with dried cannabis flowers and concentrates like hash
require a person to load the cannabis product into the corresponding vape pen chamber. The vape pens
designed to be used with oil cartridges are most often purchased pre‐filled with the cannabis concentrate
liquid.
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Types of Extraction Methods
SOLVENT‐FREE
 Cold Water Extraction
 CO2 Oil, i.e. Carbon Dioxide supercritical extraction
 Rosin, i.e. Heat Pressed
PHO – Propane Hash Oil
ISO – Isopropyl BHO – Butane Hash Oil (Examples: Live Resin, Wax, Shatter, Budder, Honeycomb,
“Earwax”)
Marketing
Successful marketing for a cannabis store in Pasadena can be divided into four categories: 1) local
business‐to‐business, 2) digital or mobile‐device targeted, 3) event‐based entertainment and
sponsorships, and 4) print‐based.
Because of the interconnectivity of businesses and employees in Pasadena, it is imperative that MMAC
establishes a “good neighbor” relationship with neighboring and area businesses.
REDACTED
These types of businesses typically employ local
workers and cater to residents and tourists with expendable income.
REDACTED

Digital and mobile‐device targeted advertising is important in Pasadena, where individuals are
technologically savvy and tethered to their internet devices. MMAC will not only create its own online
application for mobile devices to share daily deals and customer loyalty specials, it will also advertise
heavily on social media and its website. Its social media will be targeted to individuals at least twenty‐
one years of age, and its website will contain an age verification feature before anyone can access it.

REDACTED
Print‐based advertising will be published in Pasadena Magazine, and other local arts and lifestyle‐focused
publications. MMAC will not engage in printed advertising that tends to turn into litter, including printed
handbills or flyers. Neither will MMAC engage in outlandish advertising practices like street corner sign‐
spinners or in‐person solicitation.
REDACTED

As noted previously, our COO, Cameron Smith has extensive experience producing REDACTED
events and shows for national networks. Cameron has already started planning for a REDACTED
festival in light of MMAC’s foray into Pasadena. By projecting MMAC’s brand
REDACTED
REDACTED
, MMAC will establish itself as a caring, engaged member of the business community. REDACTED

REDACTED
.
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All marketing and advertising efforts internal to customers and external to the general public shall be
compliant with all regulations. We prohibit the use of:







Any statement, design, representation, picture, or illustration that encourages or represents the
use of marijuana for any purpose other than to treat a debilitating medical condition or related
symptoms;
Any statement, design, representation, picture, or illustration that encourages or represents the
recreational use of marijuana;
Any statement, design, representation, picture, or illustration related to the safety or efficacy of
marijuana unless supported by substantial evidence or substantial clinical data with reasonable
scientific rigor, which shall be made available upon the request of a registrant or the Bureau of
Cannabis Control; and
Any statement, design, representation, picture, or illustration portraying anyone under 21 years
of age.

External signage will only display MMAC name and address to assist customers in locating the business.
We will not have any green crosses or pictures of cannabis on the exterior of our retail location as we feel
it may detract from the look and feel of the City of Pasadena. A phone number and website may be
displayed to provide a resource for customers to obtain additional information about the store. We will
ensure that all cannabis, cannabis products, and associated products are not visible to a person from the
exterior of the retail facility and all external signage is in compliance with local restrictions.
Finally, we have engaged Bernadette Capulong, Founder and CEO of BC Design Haus, a Pasadena‐based
marketing firm, to spearhead our marketing efforts for MMAC in Pasadena.
SUB‐SECTION 2B: COMMUNITY BENEFITS
1. How the business seeks to ensure that persons most harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty
through a share in the ownership, management, employment or other benefits resulting in high quality,
well‐paying jobs and/or other benefits?
MMAC’s philosophy is to empower its staff to succeed during employment with MMAC and beyond. One
way MMAC effectively demonstrates this mission is in its hiring practices. MMAC currently employs
people with cannabis criminal records, or who are in poverty. All of MMAC’s employment solicitations
encourage people with cannabis criminal records to apply. For such applicants that gain employment with
MMAC, we provide legal aid and walk them through the process of cleaning up prior criminal records.
With criminal records and poverty, you cannot give back time, but you can certainly remove the stain and
stigma associated with cannabis convictions. Additionally, MMAC, in the past 6 months has employed 2
homeless individuals in retail in our Downtown LA location. Most importantly, we’ve assisted them with
critical training, guidance, and financial support to help them get back on their feet. Approximately 2
months ago, they reported that they signed a lease for an apartment.
This story underlies MMAC’s philosophy—we don’t seek to only provide people with jobs; we want to also
empower our staff to better themselves as employees and as individuals in the communities that we
serve.
2. How the business includes work with local non‐profits and other community groups such as youth
development and educational programs.
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There are several non‐profit organizations in Pasadena that align with MMAC’s ideals and passions:
 Pasadena Community Foundation ‐ MMAC’s commitment and track record of service to the
communities within which it operates comports with the mission of PCF, which is “current needs
unmet and future needs unforeseen” in Pasadena. PCF focuses on the areas of arts and culture,
education, environment, health, human services (with a focus on seniors), and youth‐‐all areas
that directly impact the Pasadena community and provide avenues for MMAC to give back to
Pasadena.
 Foothill Family ‐ FF provides services to families related to domestic violence, mental health, child
abuse, and prevention and early intervention. MMAC is in active discussion with an FF Director,
Mark Davis, regarding opportunities for MMAC to provide funding and resources for prevention
services and drug education to teens.
 Leadership Pasadena ‐ LP is an organization committed to developing training and development
of leadership skills for the betterment of the Pasadena community.
 Journey House Thrift Store ‐ 100% of sales of clothing at JHTS benefits programs for the former
foster youth served at Journey House.
MMAC currently conducts its Community Outreach Program through its Community Navigation Director,
Maggie Rabadi, and seeks to extend this Program to the Pasadena‐based charities above, among others.
MMAC’s Community Outreach Program focuses on helping families in need while supporting
organizations and projects that promote better access to educational, environmental and technological
opportunities. All MMAC employees receive monthly updates on MMAC‐endorsed nonprofits and
charities, including opportunities and paid time‐off to volunteer at such organizations.
MMAC CORPORATE GIVING PROGRAMS
MMAC’s Corporate Giving Program is committed to increasing opportunities and improving the quality of
life in the communities where we operate. MMAC contributes to many educational and charitable
organizations. Donations are made to non‐profit, non‐religious, and non‐political organizations with an
emphasis on diversity and globalization. Through this Program, MMAC staff regularly engage with, and
are involved in, local charities and non‐profits. Currently, MMAC works with Americans for Safe Access,
Parents‐4‐Pot,
Healthy
Hopes,
and
Operation
Compassionate
Care.
MMAC VOLUNTEER DAY
MMAC employees receive two paid days per calendar year to volunteer at the non‐profit organization of
their choice that makes the most personal impact and the best use of their time, knowledge and skills.
Due to MMAC’s commitment to hiring employees hailing from the communities in which we operate, we
anticipate that our Pasadena‐based staff will be eager to garner MMAC support for the community causes
near
and
dear
to
them.
MMAC EMPLOYEE MATCH PROGRAM
MMAC’s Employee Match Program enables full‐time employees to donate to a qualified charity of their
REDACTED
choice. MMAC will match up to
per employee per year in donations to the employee’s designated
charity.
MMAC POSITIVE IMPACT PLAN
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MMAC incorporates a Positive Impact Plan as part of its Community Outreach Program. The purpose of
the Positive Impact Plan is to create positive impacts in the neighborhood where our operations are
located, such as participation in community service, volunteer service, and active promotion of any local
neighborhood plans.
Community Garden ‐ MMAC plans to fund or construct a community garden for the benefit of the
Pasadena neighborhood in which it establishes its premises. Food grown at the community gardens will
then be donated to local food shelters. MMAC is actively reviewing Pasadena zoning provisions to
determine the viability to create and implement a vibrant community garden concept in Pasadena.
Neighborhood Cleanup ‐ MMAC employees perform a daily two‐block perimeter neighborhood cleanup.
Additionally, MMAC employees will perform daily sweeps of surrounding vicinity and parking lots to
ensure a litter‐free zone.
Coat Drive ‐ In the fall and early winter months of each year, MMAC organizes and facilitates an annual
coat drive in which MMAC’s stores collect gently‐used or new blankets and coats to distribute to the area’s
homeless. MMAC will work with Journey House Thrift Store for the Pasadena‐based Coat Drive.
Stakeholder/Community Education Conference ‐ MMAC seeks to launch a new Positive Impact Plan
initiative in Pasadena in the form of a quarterly conference, hosted by MMAC, that is based upon regular
engagement with the Pasadena Courts, Police, Healthcare Providers, Pasadena‐based Universities and
Colleges, and Community Leaders (collectively, the “Stakeholders”) to provide education and updates on
the cannabis industry. MMAC has designated Erin Fay as the head of this initiative as it will draw upon her
previous experience working in law enforcement as one way to bridge the gap between the cannabis
community and the Pasadena community. MMAC’s intention is to work with the City of Pasadena to spur
economic development and job creation, while maintaining the integrity and traditions of the city.
In most communities, after the application process, engagement among cannabis license‐holders and the
stakeholders noted above is limited. MMAC plans to host a quarterly conference in Pasadena for the
Stakeholders and cannabis operators, discussing topics such as: compliance, new cannabis products and
uses, prevention, cannabis technology, cannabis education, community impact, job creation,
rehabilitation, and industry topics and highlights. This type of regular engagement will inform all
Stakeholders and cannabis operators as well as incentivize collaboration and innovation within the
cannabis and larger community in the City of Pasadena.
3. How the business includes partnerships with existing Pasadena businesses.
MMAC sources and engages its vendors and service providers for each of its facilities from within the
communities within which we operate. Development and launch of MMAC will require engagement of a
variety of local Pasadena businesses and service providers, many of which we have already engaged
and/or been in contact with for this project:





MacVaugh & Co. ‐ Pasadena‐based real estate agent to locate a dispensary location for MMAC.
Old Town Escrow ‐ Pasadena‐based escrow and title services for closing on the dispensary
property.
Pasadena Magazine ‐ MMAC will advertise in this Pasadena‐based magazine.
NS Designs ‐ Pasadena‐based interior design firm for the dispensary.
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Moule & Polyzoides ‐ Pasadena‐based architects for build‐out and design of the dispensary.
BC Design Haus ‐ Pasadena‐based marketing firm to implement a tasteful and relevant Pasadena
marketing launch for MMAC. We have engaged Bernadette Capulong (Founder & CEO) who also
brings significant cannabis‐based marketing experience.
Pasadena Garden Care ‐ Pasadena‐based landscaping services for MMAC’s exterior and
surrounding landscaping.
SUB‐SECTION 2C: PRODUCT OFFERINGS

Product Procurement
MMAC’s depth of experience and knowledge stems from distributing its own cannabis products
throughout California, as well as procuring wholesale product for its retail stores. MMAC’s distribution
arm distributes approximately REDACTED per month in cannabis product statewide. Similarly, MMAC’s
cannabis retail operations purchase approximately REDACTED of wholesale product from vendors on a
monthly basis. Thus, our expertise, network, and relationships with cannabis vendors and products in
California are deep and our knowledge and experience with product curation is significant.
Prior to entering into any purchasing contract with a potential vendor, we verify the existence and validity
of their City and State cannabis license(s), and request copies of the same for internal dispensary records.

REDACTED

Should the vendor obtain sign‐off from the CBT, then the product will be
cleared for purchase by MMAC dispensaries.
MMAC CBT shall adhere to the following product procurement SOP:












Our designated dispensary‐level buyer will meet with the vendor or their representative and
determine whether the company selling the product is properly licensed by checking the list on
the Bureau of Cannabis Control website and obtaining a copy of their State License.
Once verified, we will place an order with the vendor through the Track and Trace System or
METRC if they have an annual State license.
CBT shall schedule a delivery date with a licensed distribution company
We must also verify that the distribution company is licensed with the Bureau and request a
copy of same.
Upon receiving the delivery we first verify that the order quantity is consistent with the manifest
and the order placed and that a Certificate Of Analysis (“COA”) is present for each product. If
the order is not accurate and/or the COA is not presented, we must reject the entire order and
reschedule delivery of the proper order.
If the number of units in the order is accurate, we will examine the packaging and information
on the product to verify that it complies with the Rules set forth by the BCC regarding packaging.
See Packaging Verification SOP below.
Verify that the batch numbers on the Labels are consistent with the COA.
If all of this information is verified, then the product is ready to be entered into inventory and
put into the inventory control area.
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Packaging Verification SOP
Inventory manager must ensure that all cannabis goods delivered by a distributor to retail are properly
packaged and labeled prior to retail sale.
All deliveries of cannabis goods must be inspected to ensure the following:






Cannabis product packaging cannot resemble traditionally available food packages and must be
tamper‐evident (a one‐time‐use seal is affixed to the opening of the package, allowing a
customer/patient to recognize whether or not the package has been opened), re‐sealable if the
product includes multiple servings, and child‐resistant. In addition, packaging for edibles and
manufactured products must be opaque.
Cannabis product labeling may not refer to the product as a candy, be attractive to children, make
health claims or include cartoons. The labeling requirements fall into two categories: primary
panel requirements and informational panel.
 The primary panel is the portion of the label that is most likely to be displayed to the
consumer at retail. Primary panel labeling must include:
 The identity of the product
 The amount of THC/CBD in the package
 The CDPH‐issued universal symbol
 The net weight or volume
 In addition, primary paneling for edible products must include the words
“cannabis‐infused” and contain the amount of THC/CBD per serving
 The informational panel can be located anywhere else on the package. Informational
panel labeling requirements include:
 The manufacturer's name and contact information (website or phone number)
 The date the product was manufactured
 The government warning statement
 The ingredient list
 Instructions for use
 The expiration date
 The unique ID/batch number
 In addition, the informational panel for edible products must also contain allergen
information, a list of artificial food colorings and basic nutritional information (the
amount of sodium, sugar, carbohydrates and fat per serving).
If you believe (or even have a doubt) that cannabis goods arriving at our retail store do not
comport with any of the above standards, please notify the owner/manager onsite as well as the
distributor of such goods. We cannot sell any products that do not comply with packaging and
labeling standards set forth herein.
SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

From an architectural perspective we are self‐proclaimed urbanists, dare we say preservationists, intent
on integrating public policy with architecturally authentic, compassionate and sustainable urban design.
In Pasadena, we seek to operate cannabis retail that is both neighborhood‐oriented by servicing
surrounding residential households and destination‐oriented by attracting visitors from adjacent
communities. Consistent with current practice, MMAC’s retail presence will complement non‐cannabis
retail so as to not alienate the authentic shopping experience found in Pasadena. MMAC seeks to pay
homage to Pasadena traditions and preservation of the culture, thus our dispensary concept is aptly
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named “The Flower Project”. Inspiration for this concept was also founded in MMAC’s desire to avoid an
overtly “cannabis‐centric” brand. We want retail shoppers and community members to view our retail
impact as the same as other non‐cannabis retail concepts in the area. Thus, we’ve intentionally avoided
traditional cannabis‐type logos and identifiers, such as “green crosses” and “marijuana leaves” found in
many other retail dispensary concepts in Southern California. MMAC aims to blend into the City of
Pasadena while preserving its heritage and traditions.
Exterior Design Concept
In each of our previous cannabis projects, the overall design and integration has been contingent on the
culture, scale and aesthetic of the immediate environment; that said, our exterior designs have preserved
architectural traditions and featured the highest quality materials in each aesthetic, including exterior,
landscaping, lighting, signage etc. In the case of our North Hollywood dispensary we invested in excess of
REDACTED on exterior enhancements, signage and parking lot resurfacing alone. At our Downtown LA and
Boyle Heights locations, we invested approximatelyREDACTED in similar improvements. MMAC anticipates
spending REDACTED on architecture, exterior landscaping and signage as well as entry experience and
parking for its Pasadena retail dispensary.
Ideally, MMAC seeks to set up cannabis retail in one of the potential sites for retail cannabis locations
near the Central District/Old Pasadena area. Pasadena’s Central District is a unique shopping venue that
provides shoppers with an authentic downtown environment and a unique outdoor, regional retail
experience. MMAC seeks to complement and stay in line with the area’s authentic shopping experience
located near long‐standing establishments that help define the local character, such as Vromans. With
parking being an issue generally in Pasadena, parking constraints are particularly felt by retail consumers
seeking to visit the Old Pasadena area. As part of MMAC’s proposed architectural and neighborhood
improvements in Pasadena, we seek to create more parking options in strategic Central District locations.
With the goal of attracting more retail consumers to Pasadena, MMAC believes providing parking options
will be critical.
Design Concept Integration
We’ve set our intention to focus on the stewardship of the City of Pasadena by working in concert with
city planners and a handpicked Pasadena‐based architecture and planning firm (potentially Moule &
Polyzoides) to clearly define “target blocks” that would best benefit from neighborhood‐oriented
destination retail while remaining in seamless harmony with the design vocabulary of the street we
inhabit. It’s our fervent desire to first echo the rich architectural tradition, then revitalize, integrate and
benefit both adjacent residents and business owners alike. A rendering of the proposed interior of The
Flower Project in Pasadena.
We’re particularly proud of the fact that we’ve saved the 1948 historically significant art deco building at
1500 Esperanza in East Los Angeles from the wrecking ball and are now in the middle of a thoughtful
restoration space to house our corporate offices.
Our CEO, Scott, has a passion for green space and flowers, evidenced by his generous contributions to the
Dallas Arboretum and Klyde Warren Park respectively, as well as the grounds and entries to his numerous
Ferrari, Maserati and Lamborghini dealerships. We’ll be bringing that relentless commitment to aesthetic
excellence to our Pasadena project!
Integration of Security Measures
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It is important to create a warm and inviting environment that integrates well with the Pasadena
community. As such, MMAC will integrate its security enhancements into the physical design of the retail
store with a concerted effort to avoid creating an atmosphere that feels unsafe or in danger.
Where possible, security cameras will be placed in discrete locations. However, it is essential that all
camera placement allows for the clear identification of identity of facial features and activity occurring
within fifteen feet of all points of ingress and egress. Camera placement allows for the clear and certain
identification of any individual and activities on the premises, both day and night. Cameras are
strategically located to cover all limited access areas, point‐of‐sale areas, security rooms, all points of
ingress and egress to limited access areas, all areas where cannabis or cannabis product is displayed for
sale and all points of ingress and egress to the exterior of the premises. With that said, point‐of‐sale
designated cameras will be placed above registers so that they are not within the eyeline of the general
public and egress/ingress cameras will be integrated into the design concept of the entrance/exit. What
MMAC avoids at all of its retail locations and what it will avoid in Pasadena, is creating an environment
with gaudy and loud security features reminiscent of liquor stores in seedy areas. We seek to provide
maximum‐level security that does not make the consumer or community feel like they are in a war zone
or
overtly
unsafe
area.
All video surveillance equipment and security/surveillance records will be housed within theREDACTED
a locked, secure room within the limited access area in the store.
Access to the REDACTED Room will be controlled and monitored by the store manager, who shall
possess the key to theREDACTED Room. TheREDACTEDroom will have a log book in which managers
will manually log in entry and exit times into the REDACTEDRooms. Only badged employees or
government agents accompanied by the store manager or owners will be able to access theREDACTED
Room. The surveillance records and recordings, as well as all documents, information, reports, and
records, are open for review by law enforcement. Further, the Company maintains an offsite location
where specially trained security officers are continuously monitoring all of the Company’s cameras. The
use of offsite security also mitigates the intrusiveness of tasteless security features at retail.
MMAC will post signs informing the general public of surveillance cameras and recording systems at its
location in such a way to blend with the physical design of the exterior and interior. Prior to the first day
of operation, MMAC will not only inform neighboring businesses of the surveillance systems but also offer
the use of footage to police investigators in cases of neighborhood crime or incident, consistent with prior
practice at existing MMAC dispensaries. Additionally, MMAC will offer its security personnel’s services to
neighboring businesses that may need the security assistance with issues related to parking, traffic,
events,
or
general
commotion
in
the
neighborhood.
The retail space will utilize glass break sensors, magnetic door and window sensors, and motion sensors.
These types of mechanisms provide security while remaining concealed from view. Our alarm system
covers all facility entrances and exits, rooms with exterior windows, rooms with exterior walls or walls
shared with other building tenants, roof hatches, skylights, storage rooms containing safes or vaults,
registers, owner/manager’s office, and the receiving room. MMAC also plans to staff its retail store with
licensed security guards to assist with security awareness.
REDACTED
. Customers will not know that this officer is a trained
REDACTED
security guard. The other
will work inside the facility
.
REDACTED
REDACTED

Overall, all security measures, though robust and proven, will be generally unnoticeable to a retail
customer such that they will have an experience that equates to what he or she could expect when
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shopping at a boutique department store. We always adhere to an open‐door policy, stressing open lines
of communication between the company and government officials.
Air Quality/Odor Control
MMAC utilizes a three‐stage air filtration system to prevent the emission of any odor of cannabis from its
retail dispensaries. The three‐stage air filtration system includes:
1. Intake Filtration
2. In‐Line Electronic Cleaner System
3. Exhaust Filtration
Prior to opening to the public, the Flower Project will contain an air filtration system that filters out the
odor of cannabis so that the odor cannot be detected by a reasonable person at the exterior of the building
of
the
facility
or
at
any
adjoining
use
of
the
facility.
The goals of MMAC’s Odor Management Plan (“OMP”) are 1) the elimination of any odor of cannabis
outside of the premises, 2) the prevention of the emission of any odor of cannabis from the premises, and
3) the maintenance of clean air within the premises. Efficient ventilation, proper filtration, and
preventative design form the cornerstones of the MMAC’s OMP. The proposed OMP has been used in all
of MMAC’s facilities and local authorities and neighbors have not complained about any cannabis odors.
It was designed by experienced cannabis business operators who have consulted with MMAC on this
project. The facility will be equipped with a ventilation and filtration system that prevents the emission of
cannabis odor and thus eliminates the possibility of detection of cannabis outside of the premises.

REDACTED
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All can and panel filters attached to fans, the Air Cleaner, the HVAC system, and the CM‐11 shall be
Flanders Precisionaire High Mass and Zero Dust carbon scrubber filters. These filters utilize a bed of
activated carbon to remove contaminants and impurities in the air via absorption. All of the systems will
be maintained regularly. The Company employs an in‐house maintenance team that is constantly servicing
the systems in its cultivation facilities and will service the WeHo facility too. The maintenance team also
periodically tests the air for particulate and makes adjustments based on the test results. The
maintenance team does not work on any other systems other than those installed at our facilities and are,
thus, readily available for any issues that may arise. Filters are replaced at every scheduled maintenance.
Maintenance teams also educate our employees about the operations of the filtration system.
Because we plan to remodel the entirety of the premises, we will have the ability install the filtration and
air cleaning systems to certain specifications rather than be hindered by previous HVAC systems or duct
work. All equipment will be in brand new working condition, as well as covered by manufacturer
warranties. Furthermore, all systems will be installed prior to the opening of the premises for business. A
spec floor plan with ventilation plan is shown below but is subject to change based on permitting and
construction needs.
SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN
Security Experience
MMAC’s emphasis on security is an integral part of the success of its retail dispensaries. Security begins
with the strength of its team and MMAC has created a team of experts to create and implement a
sophisticated and detailed security plan that includes not only physical security, but technology and data
security as well. Erin Fay, Director of Security and Government Relations, brings her years of high‐level
law enforcement/prosecution experience, combined with her IT and security experience, plus cannabis‐
specific experience in the industry, to ensure that the security plan is of the highest standards. Erin
understands the intricacies of physical and data security in cannabis through her experience providing
ancillary IT and security services as COO of GeekTek. More specifically, she provided key leadership and
operations support during the company’s launch in Canada to meet the demand for cannabis IT and
security services for Canada’s October 17th cannabis legalization. Erin has specialized knowledge of, and
direct experience in, cannabis retail dispensaries’ technology and security, as described in Section 1
herein.
Erin heads the MMAC security team for the proposed Pasadena location, while working in conjunction
with CalMet Safety, 6255 Leland Way, Los Angeles, CA 90028, to provide and implement its security plan.
MMAC and CalMet have a long‐term contracting relationship for each of the MMAC four dispensaries.
Therefore, they already have a working security plan in place that will be implemented in the Pasadena
location, with any improvements or modifications if needed. In addition, Erin has assessed and directly
contributed to the security plan with CalMet Security to consider all facets of security: physical security of
the premises, plus technology and data security, which also includes the surveillance video retention
policy, cloud storage, and automated data backups. In addition, Robby Pinnamaneni contributed to the
security plan from a compliance standpoint as a cannabis compliance and legal expert. All team members
have ensured that the security plan incorporates the required components to meet the stringent
regulations that the cannabis industry rightfully demands.
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CalMet Safety possesses more than 25 years of combined law enforcement, military, and security
experience. The director, Terry Thomas, is a career veteran of the Los Angeles Police Department and has
built a team of ex‐military and ex‐law enforcement professionals who are highly trained with
incomparable skills and talents. Calmet Safety’s greatest strength lies in their commitment to personal
and professional excellence in security specifically designed for the cannabis industry. They identify
present and future (potential) challenges with an eye towards prevention, making them the ideal security
partner to MMAC based on their cannabis‐specific experience.
CalMet Safety ensures comprehensive security credentials for its security team. All security personnel
hired or contracted will be licensed by the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services and will comply
with Chapters 11.4 and 11.5 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code.
MMAC’s security plan will be successfully implemented to ensure continued compliance and oversight.
To do so, MMAC designates Erin Fay to lead MMAC’s security; and in the event of Erin’s unavailability,
Robby Pinnamaneni is designated as her back‐up. Specifically, Erin will provide the direction, control, and
management of MMAC’s overall security, while serving as the company’s liaison to external entities,
including the local municipality in Pasadena and the State of California. She will also be available 24/7 to
meet with the Bureau of Cannabis Control, the City Manager, the City’s Police Chief, or their designees,
regarding any security related measures or operational issues.
The MMAC ownership team has already fully integrated its security plan into its workflow and processes
at its four dispensary locations and has improved the process on an ongoing basis during its long‐term
relationship with CalMet. The partnership between MMAC and CalMet demonstrates proven results that
assures a smooth transition into the Pasadena location. Again, MMAC’s depth of experience is invaluable
as the ownership team is acutely aware of the high‐risk security environments posed in this industry.
Implementing this detailed security plan created by the highly experienced ownership team assures that
security risks will be minimized, any potential security issues are addressed immediately, and ongoing
training is conducted.
More specifically, the security plan is designed to deter and prevent (1) unauthorized entrance into areas
containing cannabis, (2) the theft or diversion of cannabis, and (3) any potential compliance issues. The
team will ensure compliance with local and state security requirements consistent with the governing law.
In addition, an accurate facility security site plan will be maintained and an annual recurring security
system auditing will be conducted. The policies established for MMAC will be strictly enforced. These
policies include measures to:






Develop strong partnerships with local law enforcement agencies;
Prevent unauthorized or unwanted individuals from accessing or remaining on the premises;
Maintain 24/7 continuous video recording surveillance with a minimum of 90 days of retention;
Ensure that limited access to areas are accessible only to authorized personnel; and
Ensure that that all cannabis is stored in a secure, locked safe or vault and in such a manner as to
prevent diversion, theft and loss.
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Consistent with Cal. Code Regs. tit. 16, §5002(c)(29)(D) subsections (i) through (iv), MMAC has a Security
Procedures manual to document its policies and procedures in connection with the following critical
aspects of operation:





Procedures for allowing individuals access to the premises;
Video surveillance, camera placement, and procedures for maintenance of related equipment;
Procedures to ensure that all access points to the premises will be secured, including the use of
security personnel; and
Descriptions and procedures related to the premises’ security alarm system.

Background Checks
MMAC requires extensive pre‐employment background checks and conducts annual background checks
of existing employees. MMAC utilizes ADP’s services as a third‐party background verification system. ADP
verifies work references, licenses and education, obtains vital employment verification (previous jobs,
position‐specific questions), credential verification, proof of education and personal references. Also, ADP
conducts public record checks, driving records, data source‐state records, and provides fast access to
records from all 50 states, Puerto Rico, and Canada. In addition, MMAC requires medical/physical
screening, including drug and alcohol tests and medical and physical screening management. The Driver
Protection Privacy Act (DPPA) ensures compliance with driving record searches. Additional checks include
credit records, credit bureaus (TransUnion® and Equifax®), detailed information such as high/low
balances, loans, bankruptcies, pmt pattern summaries, and overall fiscal responsibility.
While MMAC institutes a hiring policy that welcomes those with previous cannabis criminal convictions,
MMAC also strictly scrutinizes the background and criminal history of its applicants and current staff.
MMAC obtains and considers background check information for use in hiring and personnel decisions in
alignment with all state/local laws, regulations, ordinances, and/or labor codes. MMAC understands the
required compliance with all laws affecting employment screening programs and makes any changes to
policies, forms, and practices to ensure compliance and to reduce the risk of any claims. Lastly, MMAC
has internal procedures in place for individualized analysis protecting applicant and employee
confidentiality.
Employee

Safety

Education

Safety Education Plan and Mandatory Training
MMAC understands that the premises may be a high‐value target for crimes such as theft, burglary and
robbery. MMAC will educate each of its employees on the security plan and emergency response plan. All
MMAC staff and CalMet security personnel are required to have a working knowledge of this Security Plan
and to incorporate prevention measures into daily activities. The facility will prominently display security
system and time lock safe notification signage and employ security personnel as set forth herein in order
to deter criminal acts.
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MMAC provides all employees with a comprehensive safety educational training to ensure employees
understand their respective security roles and responsibilities including the chain of command (in the
event of any security breach). Employees at all levels are trained by the management/ownership team to
identify threats and vulnerabilities, devise mitigating strategies and contingencies, and understand when
and why they could be targets of threats and how to respond accordingly.
All employees working in the facility will complete introductory training relating to facility security and
policies prior to engaging in any occupancy or work on the premises. Training will include, at minimum,
the following:










Operation of security equipment within the scope of role(s);
Inspecting and monitoring security equipment within the scope of role;
Emergency Notifications, Response and Reporting procedures;
Panic buttons and coded words;
Effective patrolling of the facility;
Identifying opportunities for diversion;
Securing of the premises and assigned work areas;
Critical incidents, situational policies and procedures; and
Proper method for securing cannabis, cannabis products, and cash or currency at the end of each
work day.

The development of policies and procedures will be on‐going during and after the security planning
process. The facility will determine critical control points where security knowledge will be required when
handling cannabis, cannabis products, currency, personnel, customers, patients, visitors and more.
Staff Testing
Staff will be tested semi‐annually regarding their knowledge of the facility’s security strategies and
systems and how to utilize them. Training all employees on security procedures will ensure the facility
remains a safe place for employees, customers, patients, and visitors alike. To demonstrate that the
employee understands and has successfully completed training, all employees will be required to undergo
an assessment. Assessments will include, at minimum, a hands‐on demonstration by the employee as it
relates to security measures and policies included in the training. Results will be recorded and kept on file.
MMAC will conduct a variety of drills at the facility to ensure that all employees understand how to
respond to various emergencies or threats at the facility. Fire drills, product handling, armed robbery and
burglary discovery drills are examples of drills that may be conducted on the premises as part of
comprehensive security training.
Specific Training Topics
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More specifically, employees will undergo security and situational awareness training. As part of standard
hiring protocol, each employee will learn what action to take (or not take) during a crime in progress
(burglary or robbery), what to look for, and measures to take to prevent robberies. MMAC will emphasize
that the only thing you can do during a robbery is to stay safe and aware. Additional training will include
security measures that include the following topics.
Robbery Prevention Training
Prevention:

REDACTED
REDACTED

During a robbery:

After a robbery:

REDACTED
Robbery ‐ Employee Protection Training
In order to reduce take‐over robbery attempts by way employee ambush on arrival, facility security policy
requires that employees arriving for work:

REDACTED
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In order to reduce take‐over robbery attempts by way of employee ambush on departure, facility security
policy requires that employees departing from work:

REDACTED
Burglary/Theft Prevention Training
Systems Awareness:

REDACTED
Perimeter Security:

REDACTED
Internal Security:

REDACTED
Managing Burglaries:

REDACTED
Additional Risk Factor: Investigating Suspicious Circumstances
Decoys are common tactics of those wishing to commit burglaries or robberies. Traffic collisions, vehicle
fires, dumpster fires, domestic quarrels and other measures to distract occupants may be deployed by
criminals to overcome facility security. Upon the occurrence of any significant event on or immediately
about the property, the first to observe the occurrence will notify the on‐duty manager. The manager will
be responsible for activating a facility lock down. An emergency lock‐down incorporates the following
measures:

REDACTED
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REDACTED
Employee Theft Reduction Measures ‐ audits and check in/out
Internal Theft Prevention
Strategies maintained toward the prevention of internal theft include:
















Pre‐Employment Background Checks conducted by ADP
Disqualifying history of applicants will include:
 Current probation, parole status or history of gang affiliation
 Controlled substances trafficking convictions
 Convictions relating to theft, fraud or conspiracy
 Convictions related to violent crime
Annual background checks of existing employees (same standards as above)
Prohibiting visitors
Prohibiting outside tools/supplies
Employees to wear daily‐issued, pocket‐less jumpsuits in the production area.
Employees to sign consent to search policy as condition of employment (including their
person, possessions and vehicles while on the premises).
Employee tracking will be performed (time clock, sign in/out or similar)
Employee internal movements will be monitored by video surveillance
Only owner and managers will have access to packaged product (safe room)
Vendors performing work on site will be under security or manager escort at all times
Video Camera Surveillance
Ongoing staff training
Strict adherence to Standard Operating Procedures and company policies

Check In/Out Procedures and Track and Trace
MMAC designates the Inventory Manager to provide oversight of the inventory control system to ensure
track and trace (check in/out) of all cannabis goods and currency. The Inventory Manager supervises the
inventory staff to ensure that all daily tasks are completed accurately. The Inventory Manager is
responsible for conducting inventory counts. Also, the Inventory Manager is responsible for the physical
movement of inventory and cash, as well as the tracking and recording of that movement. We will also
implement a secure chain‐of‐custody system, whereby medicine must be weighed anytime medicine is
transferred from one staff person to another, and each party to the transfer must sign off on the weight.
Strict documentation that details each transfer point of medicine from ordering and receiving to sale or
disposal must be kept.
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The Inventory Manager conducts and documents an audit of the dispensary's inventory once every 30
calendar days, in compliance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Inventory Management System
MMAC understands that California Bureau of Cannabis Control regulations require that all dispensaries
take all practicable steps necessary to prevent diversion, loss, and theft. Dispensaries must limit access to
cannabis goods to authorized personnel only, and must maintain an inventory management system that:






Accounts for all cannabis goods;
Tracks each batch of cannabis goods received by the dispensary from vendors, including each
batch’s approximate content of active ingredients and cannabis by‐products as a percentage
of weight;
Retains all sales information records for at least 7 years;
Is capable of inventory reconciliation of cannabis goods necessary to verify non‐diversion, loss
or theft.

For inventory management, among other things, MMAC utilizes the point‐of‐sale system Treez. Treez is a
fully integrated POS, Inventory Control, and Patient Management system and is one of the only complete
seed‐to‐sale systems available on the market today. This software is already specifically designed to serve
registered dispensaries in other states and is customized to meet the California Bureau of Cannabis
Control requirements as needed. The use of this system allows this dispensary to track the chain of
custody and real‐time whereabouts of medical cannabis from the point that it is received by a vendor until
it is sold, destroyed, or returned to the vendor. This dispensary will maintain copies of the policies and
procedures relating to this system and will provide copies to the Department for review upon request.
From an inventory control perspective, Treez supports:












Tracking of every product in every form and inventory location (bulk, packaged, pending lab
results, pending destruction, vault, inventory room, service counter, etc.); tracking includes daily
beginning and ending inventory
Ordering of non‐medicinal Adult‐Use products
Tracking receipt of batches of medical cannabis, medical cannabis products, and edibles received
by the dispensary from its source, including each batch’s approximate content of active
ingredients and cannabis by‐products as a percentage of weight
Processing tasks and data corresponding to each inventory item including location, processing
stage, weights at each stage of processing, employees performing each task, etc.
Packaging
Labeling
Sales
Adjustments
Conducting audits
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Disposal of unusable cannabis (including description of the purpose of disposal, description
including form of unusable cannabis, amounts/weights, confirmation that the cannabis was
rendered unusable before disposal, date of disposal, method of disposal, name and dispensary
number responsible for disposal)
Maintaining records indefinitely, but at a minimum satisfying the requirement to maintain all
cannabis accounts and batch tracking for a period of at least 120 days from receipt of the batch

Inventory Analysis & Reconciliation
Inventory will be closely monitored and the Treez system allows robust reports that show current/real‐
time inventory levels. Each product has a unique transaction history that shows every sale and
addition/removal from inventory, as well as a date/time stamp and the user ID of the staff member who
executed the transaction. Customizable entries designate reasons for inventory adjustments. Only staff
members designated as having oversight privileges for the inventory control system are able to view
inventory reports. Sales and inventory reports can be generated and customized based on a wide variety
of data fields. All purchase transactions are tied to individual patient records.
The Treez system is verified with the mandatory monthly physical inventory and annual comprehensive
inventory counts to be performed by persons independent of the manufacturing process and reconciled
to the perpetual inventory records in the Treez system. The record of each inventory will include, at a
minimum, the date of the inventory, a summary of the inventory findings, and the names, signatures, and
titles of the individuals who conducted the inventory. The inventory counts will be transcribed promptly
if taken by use of an oral recording device.
Monthly, Weekly, and Daily Inventory Audits
The Inventory Manager will conduct and document an audit of the dispensary's inventory that is
accounted for according to generally accepted accounting principles at least once every 30‐calendar days
(refer to the “Monthly Inventory Count” section of this manual for details). Should any material reduction
in the amount of medical cannabis in the dispensary's inventory occur – i.e., disappearances at a scale
that exceeds normal expected losses due to incidental weight inaccuracies – this dispensary will determine
where the loss has occurred, as described below, and take and document corrective action.
In addition to a Monthly Inventory Count, the Inventory Manager will conduct a Vault Count once per
week. The Vault Count is a physical count of all inventory contained in the vault.
MMAC staff performs a Daily Count, which is a physical inventory count of all medicine on the inventory
shelf, and inventory staff will reconcile this count with the Inventory Shelf Report. The Inventory Shelf
Report is a custom POS report that takes the stocked amount – total amount moved from location A (the
vault) to location B (the inventory shelf at the service counter) – and subtracts sales. (The Inventory Shelf
Report does not include medicine in the vault, as that will be physically counted once a week and
compared to the Inventory Vault Report.).
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Reconciliation
If the Daily Count does not match with the Inventory Shelf Report, the Inventory Manager will do the
following:






Physically recount the inventory on the shelf to ensure that the Daily Count is correct.
Review the Z‐Out report for each cash register – any overage/underage that approximates the
value of the inventory discrepancy may explain the difference. The Customer & Patient Consultant
responsible for the drawer must be interviewed. Errors would result in additional training or
appropriate disciplinary action. If all of the cash drawers balance, the Inventory Manager would
check the Daily Stock Sheet – a physical sheet used to track inventory items moved from the vault
to the shelf – and make sure that it matches the amount reflected in the POS as having been
moved from the vault (Inventory location A) to the shelf (Inventory location B).
A quick look in the carts or crates used to transport medicine from the vault to the stock room
would confirm that nothing was left there.
The next step, if one is needed, would be to conduct a physical count of the item in question in
the vault and compare the counted amount to the Inventory Vault Report (Inventory Location A
in the POS), which is regularly run once a week, but can be run at any point when there is a
discrepancy in the Inventory Shelf Report. A discrepancy here could explain the difference, in
which case the General Manager would work with the Inventory Manager to review the stocking
process (from the vault to the shelf) and identify the problem. The responsibility, in this case,
would fall on the Inventory Department because they are the only ones authorized to remove
inventory.

Cash Management Plan
Inventory Department
MMAC created an Inventory Department that is responsible for the quality and detail of the company’s
cash management plan. The Inventory Department is also responsible for investigating and reporting all
mysterious loss or disappearances, and ensuring mysterious loss and/or disappearance is kept at or below
normal retail industry standards. All loss and/or disappearance must be reported to the Security Manager
to determine whether an Incident Report is required. The department also includes the following
functions within the dispensary:









Inventory and Cash Control
Acquiring and Receiving Cannabis Products
Quality Control
Laboratory Testing
Processing Bulk Inventory into Selling Units
Inventory and Sales Reporting
Cash transport
Employee training on cash control and handling
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The Inventory Department takes seriously the responsibility to protect medicinal cannabis patients and
adult use cannabis customers by providing safe, quality, consistent, and affordable medicine, which is
accurately labeled and beautifully packaged. We also honor the trust provided in us by our fellow
citizens via faithfully and rigorously observing and enforcing the laws of this progressive, visionary city
and the great State.
Cash Storage and Security
Strict controls will be applied to cash handling procedures. A manager will be responsible for proper
accounting, transacting, and handling of currency. The following procedures will be followed:





Cash is directly deposited into a drop slot safe.
Cash is removed from the safe and counted daily in a locked room. Two employees will be present
during counts, including at least one manager.
Cash is transported within a locked container and delivered daily to a bank or secured location.
Access to the container requires both an electronic keypad password and a passcode.

Currency on site, when present, will be stored in a burglary resistant safe that meets the recommended
standards of Underwriters’ Laboratory (UL) for the amount of currency stored. In the event that the
average currency storage exceeds the standard for the safe installed, additional safes or a replacement
safe commensurate to the UL recommendations for the new stored amount will be installed.
MMAC’s Inventory Department is responsible for the storing, tracking, counting, and safekeeping of petty
cash, vendor cash payments, medicine, and other dispensary products. All cannabis goods are stored
within and controlled by the Inventory Department until it is sold to our customers.
Upon dispensary closing, a member of the Inventory management team ensures that all product and cash
is securely stored in the proper secure locations within the inventory room and/or vault.
Cash Transport and Training
MMAC follows strict protocols for cash transport and institutes employee training for adherence to the
policies. Outdoor loading or unloading of cash/currency are not permitted. There will be a single primary
cash deposit manager dedicated to cash deposits, with up to two additional managers designated and
trained as alternate cash deposit managers to overcome absences.
Digital and physical inventory of cash deposits are taken by the cash deposit manager. Invoice receipts
are compared against the actual cash deposit prior to the release to ensure successful transfer and to
prevent diversion of cash.
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REDACTED

All cash transfers will occur only in the presence of REDACTED security
or management specific
personnel. Should any suspicious or dangerous activity develop inside or outside of the facility, the facility
will be locked down. No further access will be granted and police will be immediately initiated.
Till Accountability
Each Customer & Patient Consultant is generally assigned to one dedicated POS workstation at the service
counter during a shift (the specific station number will vary from shift to shift). In addition, each Customer
& Patient Consultant has his or her own dedicated cash till assigned at the start of the shift to him/her
and only him/her. No other manager or Customer & Patient Consultant will be permitted to complete POS
transactions using that till.
In the case of a relief position, when an associate moves from one register to another, they take their till
with them. This ensures all Customer & Patient Consultants can be held fully accountable for cash control
of their tills.
POS workstations are equipped with two stacked register drawers to allow for flexibility during breaks and
lunches. The top drawer should hold the till of the primary Customer & Patient Consultant assigned to the
station. The second drawer is intended as a backup drawer to hold management or relief position tills.
When a Customer & Patient Consultant goes on break or takes lunch, the MOD will lock the register
drawer to prevent access until the associate returns. While the associate is away, either the MOD or relief
associate can utilize the workstation by inserting his or her individually assigned till into the bottom
register drawer.
Only members of the Patient Care management team may share tills with each other since there is already
shared accountability for cash control. Customer & Patient Consultants should feel absolutely confident
that their till is secure.
Reconciliation Procedures
“Till reconciliation” is the end‐of‐day process of closing out the registers where the actual counts for a
register are compared to the recorded amounts for that register. Cash, credit card receipts, discounts,
coupons and so forth are counted and compared with the register’s Z‐Report and Batch Report. Any
discrepancy must be reconciled.
To complete the Till Reconciliation for a register, MMAC employees will need to do the following:





Use a blank Z‐Sheet – worksheet used in the reconciliation process
Generate a Z‐Report – POS generated for each drawer
Generate a Batch Report – generated for each drawer
Reconcile the contents of the register – includes cash, credit card receipts, coupons, etc. (coupons
should be shredded once verified)
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Product Access Protocols
A separate check‐in area is designated for identification checks and verification. Identifications are
checked to ensure that only qualified employees will gain access where cannabis products are stored.
The MMAC ownership group acknowledges that it is responsible for the security of all cannabis items on
the premises, including its responsibility to ensuring adequate safeguards against theft or diversion of
cannabis items and required records.
The Facility Director or designee will designate internal managers and may utilize licensed security
contractors to accomplish these goals. Any contracted security services personnel must be licensed by the
State of California Bureau of Security and Investigative Services personnel and will be subject to the prior
review and approval of the City Manager or his/her designee, with such approval not to be unreasonably
withheld. The contracted security service will be insured per the requirements of the California Private
Security Services Act and in compliance with local regulations of private security services where
applicable.
The Facility Director or designee will ensure that all doors of the premise include commercial grade door
locks and that each interior and exterior door of the facility maintains an appropriate level of access
control relative to the hierarchy of risk and access restrictions relative to each area of the facility. The
applicant may incorporate a variety of access control measures as warranted by the contents of each area.
Access control measures may include keys marked as “Do Not Duplicate”, electronic access control
systems (cards/fobs), coded doors or biometric security measures.
All facility access keys or cards/fobs issued to employees will be managed through a written or digital sign‐
in/sign‐out log and audited daily by the Facility Director or its designee. Only managers designated by the
Facility Director or designee will be permitted to take keys, access cards or fobs off‐site.
The Facility Director or designee will ensure all locks and security equipment remain in good working order
through daily auditing at the close of business.
Employees are responsible for security and must secure keys, access control cards and security codes at
all times. Employees may not provide access through any means to any other person. Only managers may
grant temporary access (escorted) to any non‐employee, vendor, contractor or visitors.
MMAC selected Erin Fay as the designated security representative/liaison to the City of Pasadena, who
will be available to meet with the City Manager or his/her designee at any time regarding any security
related measures and/or operational issues. All regulatory inspectors will be granted access to the facility
upon request and will be escorted by management level staff to ensure compliance with regulatory review
and inspection. In the instance of Erin’s unavailability, Robby Pinnamaneni will step in as the designated
backup.
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All exterior entry points will be maintained in a closed and locked state at all times while not in immediate
use or attended by a manager/security agent. All interior doors designated as limited access areas will
remain closed and locked at all times while not in immediate use or attended by a manager/designee. All
limited access areas will only be accessible to authorized personnel.
At any time when the business is not operating, all interior and exterior doors will be closed, locked and
alarmed.
All rooms that contain cannabis goods, currency, and security system infrastructure will be equipped with
a door that contains an automated re‐locking device to prevent inadvertent exposure upon vacating.
All cannabis, cannabis products, and/or currency kept on the premises will be secured in the vault, safe
or security cages located within the premises which will be of commercial grade, made of metal, and of a
size that is capable of storing all the currency/cannabis, finished product items anticipated to be on the
premises. The safe, vault and security cages will be securely anchored to a permanent structure and will
meet or exceed Underwriters’ Laboratory (UL) rating based on the value of its contents.
For the purposes of this plan, “vault" and “security cage” means an enclosed area or room that is
constructed of steel or walls, has a door that contains a relocking device, and a door and frame comprised
of steel construction.
In the event cannabis and cannabis products require a controlled temperature environment (cold
storage), those items will be securely enclosed in an area capable of being locked and which has been
securely anchored to a permanent structure. The model type and weight of any controlled temperature
equipment, will be documented in these procedures upon implementation.
When possible, access into the facility will be limited to a single staff entry/exit point, not visible from the
public thoroughfare. The access point will remain closed and locked at all times. Ingress and egress will be
controlled by key fob, security personnel and/or management personnel. A manager will be on duty
during business hours.
Access into the facility will open into a lobby/reception area from which no further uncontrolled access is
permitted without an appropriate staff or manager key for the area(s) to be accessed.
Employees will wear employer‐issued identification card in a conspicuous manner at all times while within
the facility. Identification cards will be controlled by the Facility Director or designee, issued and collected
daily to prevent unlawful duplication, replication or counterfeiting. Identification badges will:




Be laminated or plastic coated
Include the “doing business as” name and license number of the licensee
Include the first and last name of the employee
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Include a unique employee number assigned by the licensee
Include a color photograph of the employee that clearly displays the full front of the employee’s
face and will be at least 1 inch in width and 1.5 inches in height

Any extraneous pedestrian access points of the facility beyond the lobby and loading areas will be
designated as and equipped for use as emergency‐only exits (no exterior hardware, equipped with crash
bars for emergency exiting and maintained in an alarmed and always armed state). Any unused roll‐up
doors will be locked and either walled in or reinforced against vehicular intrusion by bollards, cement
planter boxes or steel cross‐members. All blocked doors will be labeled as such on the exterior in
accordance with fire code requirements.
Any solid core exterior doors will be equipped with a 180‐degree viewing device to screen persons before
allowing entry.
Access Control Policies
The Access Control Protocol has been designed to prevent diversion of cannabis products by progressively
controlling and monitoring authorized personnel throughout the Premises. The Access Control System will
be integrated into the alarm system, to track all codes and times when doors are released. All points of
ingress and egress to the Premises will have commercial grade Maglocks with a lock access control system.
The Premises will have the capability to remain secure and operational during a power outage and will
ensure that all access doors are not solely controlled by an electronic access panel to ensure that locks
are not released during a power outage. The codes and/or keys to the locks to the storage areas and
limited access areas will only be given to designated employees and/or the Onsite Manager.
During all hours when the facility is not in operation, the Facility Director or his designee will ensure that
all entrances to and exits from the premises are securely locked and any keys or key codes to the enclosed
area remain in the possession of designated managers, the Facility Director, or other authorized personnel
designated by the Facility Director. The Facility Director will maintain an accurate and current written or
electronic log identifying those parties in possession of access keys, cards/fobs or codes.
Access to areas containing cannabis, cannabis products, currency or security infrastructure will be limited
to individuals where a business need for access is demonstrated. The Facility Director or designee has
ultimate responsibility for issuing access. Issuance must be recorded by the issuing individual, including
documentation of any facility keys, alarm codes, electronic access codes, passwords, or combination
codes.
All entrances to areas of the cannabis facility where cannabis or cannabis products are stored will require
a key, access card/fob or code to access. All access points to such areas will be equipped with video
surveillance.
Access control logs generated in accordance with this policy or through employment of digital access
control systems will be retained for no less than 90 days.
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Keys and electronic access codes must be protected. They may not be loaned and will not be left
unattended. All keys and access cards issued to employees will be retained in the possession of the
employee to whom issued and may not be transferred directly from one employee to another.
Employees must report any lost keys or access cards to his or her manager immediately. The Facility
Director or designee will make the determination as to whether the system has been compromised and
whether re‐keying will be necessary. It is against company policy to duplicate keys, share passwords, or
share access codes.
Key/Access Card Issuance Procedures
Authorized individuals including employees, authorized contractors and authorized vendors may be
permitted to check out a key or access card/fob for use during their assigned work. The issuance will be
for a specified period of time consistent with the authorized purposes for access.
Keys or access cards will be issued and collected daily to employees for the purpose of allowing the
employee to access the areas in which they are regularly assigned duties. A log of all issuance must be
maintained by the Facility Director or designee. The record will include: Employee name and identifier;
date issued; term of issuance if applicable; date to be returned; if applicable, and signature of the key
holder and key issuer.
When employment has been terminated, all keys will be returned and recorded by the Facility Director or
designee. Failure to recover keys upon a termination of employment will require a key core change at all
locations where the unreturned key is designed to provide for access.
Visitor Procedures & Badges
MMCA will adhere to the following policies to strictly limit and monitor visitors to the premises:
Visitors to the premises will be logged in on written or electronic logs. All logs will be maintained
for no less than 90 days. No one under the age of 21 will be allowed on the premises at any time.
The visitor log will include visitor name, date of birth, identification type and number (driver’s
license number), date of visit, duration of visit, purpose of visit, and name of person visiting.
Visitors will be escorted at all times by a designated employee. All visitors will be required to wear
a badge during the entirety of their visit. Visitor badges will be numerically assigned and printed
on a colored medium. Visitor badges will be audited daily by the Facility Director or designee. In
the event a visitor badge is not recovered or is deemed missing, all visitor badges of that color will
be destroyed and replaced with a new color. The Security Plan will designate the current color
and will be updated upon any change in color. All employees will be notified of a change to the
visitor badge color and will be directed to immediately report to the Facility Director or designee
any person(s) found on the premises wearing a visitor badge of the wrong color.
Customer Access
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Upon arrival at the dispensary, adult‐use customers must show their government issued identification
and be at least 21 years of age in order to gain admittance to the dispensary floor.
Medicinal cannabis patients must show their patient or caregiver registration card first to Security to gain
admittance, and then Reception in order to be entered into the POS system queue. If a patient has not
checked in at Reception, they will not be in the system queue, and therefore may not be permitted to
access the dispensary floor to purchase medicine. Once a patient has checked in with Reception, they may
proceed to the dispensary floor.
Patients will wait in line (when applicable) until the next Customer & Patient Consultant is ready to assist
them. When the Customer & Patient Consultant calls the patient over, the patient approaches the service
counter and hands the associate their Registration ID Card. The associate swipes the ID card in the POS,
which pulls up the patient’s database record and notifies the associate as to whether the patient has
already checked in.
Product Deliveries
A product delivery plan will be imposed to ensure security. First and foremost, deliveries will take place
at a separate entrance from the general public. Vendors will only be permitted to deliver product using
that separate entrance. This will allow deliveries to take place during regular business hours, which will
simultaneously provide added security as deliveries will not need to take place before or after opening
hours when the area has less foot traffic.
Transportation Plan
The transportation of cannabis and cannabis products will occur during normal business hours to decrease
the risk of a crime against vendors and employees.
Transportation (shipping/receiving) schedules will be staggered to avoid development of patterns. The
particular departure time of a specific product type cannot be ascertained in order to gain an advantage
against the facility or a driver.
Transportation (receiving) personnel are identified, verified, and cleared prior to entering the facility and
prior to entering the transfer area.
There will be a single primary product manager dedicated to product shipping and transfers, with up to
two additional managers designated and trained as alternate product managers to overcome absences.
Digital and physical inventory are taken by the appointed product manager. Manifests are compared
against inventory prior to the reception or release of product to ensure successful transfer and to prevent
diversion of products.
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Staff members assigned to assisting the product manager in receipt or transfer of product to the
transporter will undergo additional training specific to transportation regulatory compliance and known
methods used for the criminal diversion of products.
Transfers will occur only in the presence of onsite security personnel or management.
Product managers and/or principals that require access to the cannabis and cannabis products storage
rooms, and/or the vault, are pre‐identified as such in the access control system limiting access to only
approved personnel.
Should any blatantly suspicious or dangerous activity develop inside or outside of the facility, the facility
will be ‘locked down’. No further access will be granted and Police notification will be immediately
initiated.
No outdoor loading or unloading of product or currency will be permitted.
Distributors will be required to give notice of their impending arrival.
Upon imminence of arrival, surveillance will be monitored. If suspicious persons or activity is afoot, the
distributor will be notified and directed to delay their arrival until the circumstances afoot have been
mitigated.
Upon arrival and verification of a distributor the vehicle gate will be opened to grant access for the
distributor vehicle. The gate will be closed and locked behind the distribution vehicle upon entry and prior
to opening of the enclosed inspection area. After security has cleared the vehicle and confirmed the
identity of the transportation personnel, the driver will be directed to enter the secured sally port shipping
and receiving bay area. Upon entry, a roll‐up door will be closed immediately behind the distribution
vehicle. The distributor will remain in their vehicle with all doors and windows closed and locked until the
roll‐up door has fully closed behind their vehicle.
Cannabis, cannabis products, or cash/currency will not be moved from the secure storage (vault) area to
the loading area until the distribution vehicle is secured within the unloading/loading area.
All loading and unloading will be managed under the direct supervision of the product manager and under
surveillance.
Prior to the departure of a distributor, surveillance cameras will be monitored and no departures will
occur until the surrounding area is free of suspicious circumstances.
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Upon departure, the shipping and receiving door will be closed and secured without delay. The vehicle
gate will be opened to allow departure of the distribution vehicle only after the roll‐up door has been
closed and locked behind it.
Vehicles
Vehicles used for the transportation of cannabis and related currency will:











Be owned and registered to a licensed distributor and/or MMAC.
Be less than ten years old.
Be insured through a commercial auto policy providing no less than $1M in personal injury and
property damage coverage per occurrence.
Be free of graphics other markings indicating that the vehicle is associated with cannabis
distribution.
Be equipped with an audible alarm system configured to also cause flashing of the vehicle
headlamps and brake lamps upon activation.
Be equipped with a permanently mounted locking cage dedicated to cannabis products.
Be equipped with a permanently mounted commercial grade drop safe dedicated to currency,
checks and/or receipts relative to cannabis transactions or transfers.
Be equipped with an on‐board video system that records both the cab and the storage area of the
vehicle. Recordings will be maintained for 90 days.
Be equipped with GPS tracking technology providing for real time monitoring through a standard
web browser.
Be equipped with Push to Talk communications between delivery personnel and designated
monitoring personnel/security.

Security Guards
CalMet Safety provides exemplary security services for MMAC and was selected because of their many
years of experience in cannabis. All security personnel hired or contracted for by the licensee will be
licensed by the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services and will comply with Chapters 11.4 and 11.5
of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code. The contracted security service will be insured per the
requirements of the California Private Security Services Act and in compliance with local regulations of
private security services where applicable.
CCMA will require at least

REDACTED

REDACTED

on duty at all times. The guards will change shifts
in order to secure the premises REDACTED
. Security personnel will be on‐site 24 hours a day unless
alternative security is authorized by the City Manager or his/her designee. CalMet has backup security
guards/personnel in the event that additional manpower is needed due to suspicious circumstances,
potential threats, or video surveillance failure.
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All required security personnel will be trained and required to follow all protocols and day to day
procedures/operations contained within MMAC’s security plan.
MMAC will work with CalMet Safety and the City of Pasadena Police Department to determine the
appropriate amount of security guards required to ensure the safety and security of its employees and
customers.
Video Camera Surveillance
Planned Use

A functional and complete video surveillance and recording system within MMAC is necessary to create
transparency, ensure accountability, and prevent diversion. Video surveillance is a necessary component
to the safety and security of the premises and individuals present. All owners, managers, and employees
within limited access areas (and while entering or departing limited access areas) must grant their consent
to be filmed by the video surveillance system.
Areas of Surveillance
The camera system installed at the premises will include numerous cameras that will provide twenty‐four
(24) hours, seven (7) days a week, effective and clear security surveillance imagery by visual recording and
monitoring from both indoor and outdoor vantage points all entrances and exits (and twenty feet
therefrom) to and from the following:
There will be cameras installed to visually record and monitor all building entrances and exits, the parking
lot/delivery area, and the entire inside of the facility. All areas of a limited access area will be under video
surveillance, including all areas where marijuana is possessed, stored, sold, or where staff perform
inventory functions as authorized by law.
The areas of video camera surveillance will include:
 Areas where cannabis goods are weighed, packed, stored, loaded, and unloaded for
transportation, prepared, or moved within the premises
 The premises, including the parking lot and delivery area
 Limited‐access areas, including the vault
 Security rooms
 Areas storing a surveillance‐system storage device with at least one camera recording the access
points to the secured surveillance recording area; and
 Entrances and exits to the premises, which will be recorded from both indoor and outdoor
vantage points.
 The entire inside of the check‐in/lobby area
 The retail showroom including all cannabis display areas, sales registers, point of sale locations
 Mechanical rooms
 All interior spaces where cannabis, cash, or currency is being stored for any period of time on a
regular basis
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MMAC will also record point‐of‐sale areas and areas where cannabis goods are displayed for sale on the
video surveillance system. At each point‐of‐sale location, camera placement must allow for the recording
of the facial features of any person purchasing or selling cannabis goods, or any person in the retail area,
with sufficient clarity to determine identity.
All limited access areas, point of sale areas, security rooms/areas and all points of ingress/egress to limited
access areas and all points of ingress/egress to the exterior of the licensed premises will have fixed camera
coverage capable of identifying any activity occurring within a minimum of twenty (20) feet of all entry
and exit points. All camera placements will allow for the clear and certain identification of any individual
in and/or on the licensed premises.
Bathrooms will not be located in the limited access area and will not be subject to video surveillance. At
no time will cannabis be authorized to be possessed in the bathrooms.
Each camera will be permanently mounted in a fixed location that allows the camera to clearly record
activity within 20 feet of all points of entry and exit on the licensed premises and allows for the clear and
certain identification of any person. The camera system will ensure that the security surveillance cameras
footage is remotely accessible by the Bureau of Cannabis Control upon request, and the Los Angeles Police
Department and that it is compatible with City’s and the State’s software and hardware.
Technical Equipment
MMAC will install top of the line video recording equipment to ensure the safety and security of the
premises. A combination of Fixed and Varifocal Internet Protocol Cameras (TCP) capable of being accessed
through the internet will be installed throughout the premises. Each camera will have 4 Mega Pixels of
Resolution, or at a minimum of 1280 x 720 pixels camera resolution. Video Output is HD
1080p@30fps/25fps with playback and zoom capabilities. The horizontal viewing angle of each camera
will be at least 105 degrees.
The system will be capable of clearly identifying any activities occurring within the facility in low light
conditions. All cameras will have a minimum resolution of 1.3 megapixels (1280 x 1024 pixels) and have
infrared capabilities to capture images in low lighting conditions.
Each camera will be permanently mounted and in a fixed location. CalMet Security assures that there will
be no blind spots in camera coverage.
Recorded images will clearly and accurately display the time and date, as well is being embedded on all
recordings of customer areas. Time is to be measured in accordance with the United States National
Institute Standards and Technology standards. The date and time must be synchronized and set correctly
and must not significantly obscure the picture. All recordings will be erased or destroyed prior to disposal.
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The video surveillance system will have the capabilities to produce a color still photograph from any
camera image, live or recorded, of the licensed premises.
MMAC will utilize an NVR recording server with connected monitors located at the security desk and inside
of the locked Monitoring Room.
A chronological point of sale transaction log will be maintained in the MMAC POS software and will be
made available to be used in conjunction with recorded video of those transactions.
Monitoring of the video surveillance takes place around the clock 24/7 at a command center.
Failure Notification
The camera system is equipped with a failure notification system that provides prompt notification to the
manager of record of any surveillance interruption or complete failure of the surveillance system that
lasts longer than fifteen (15) minutes. The camera system will have sufficient battery backup to support a
minimum of five (5) hours of recording in the event of a power outage. The battery backup will be
adequate to record every camera. MMAC’s owners and management will be able to access the video
surveillance system remotely by the use of an IP address and secure website.
All entrances and exits to the facility will be recorded from both indoor and outdoor vantage points, and
capable of clearly identifying the individual entering or exiting the facility.
Areas where marijuana is stored will have a camera placement in the room facing the primary entry door,
and in adequate fixed positions, at a height which will provide a clear unobstructed view of the regular
activity without sight blockage allowing for the clear and certain identification of persons and activities
therein at all times.
All areas of a limited access area will be under video surveillance, including all areas where marijuana is
possessed, stored or sold. All surveillance systems and camera coverage areas must be tested daily to
ensure functionality. Dispensary cameras will be placed on all POS areas to capture the client and
employee/agent and the sales transaction, doors, locked inventory control rooms, vaults and safes. Except
for authorized persons performing routine maintenance, the tampering with, blocking the view of,
distorting or modifying the functionality of a camera or any security system, will be grounds for immediate
termination.
Retention Policy
All surveillance recordings will be kept for a minimum of ninety (90) days in a secure area. Any destruction
of the recordings after this period of time must comply with the requirements of this policy. However,
recordings will not be destroyed if there is a pending criminal, civil or administrative investigation or legal
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proceedings for which the recording may contain relevant information. If subject to a pending action, the
videos will be separately logged and stored to maintain the chain of custody, for all legal purposes. A copy
of the surveillance recordings will be stored off‐site through a "cloud" service that provides on‐demand
access to the recordings. MMAC will have immediate access to the surveillance recordings in order to
produce them.
Additional security measures to ensure retention of the camera footage will include:
 All surveillance systems and camera coverage areas must be tested daily to ensure functionality.
Except for authorized persons performing routine maintenance, the tampering with, blocking the
view of, distorting or modifying the functionality of a camera or any security system, will be
grounds for immediate termination.
 All maintenance personnel installing, cleaning, maintaining and repairing surveillance equipment
on site must be authorized to do so and must display a badge and log in and out of the limited
access areas and be escorted by security at all times.
 All recording NVR equipment, documentation, approvals, and variances, or copies thereof,
relating to surveillance, will be kept in a locked surveillance room or locked secure area for
inspection by authorized persons as requested. Only owners, managers and authorized
maintenance personnel will be allowed access to this room. At least one 19” or greater call up
monitor attached to the NVR or a playback station with a 19” monitor or greater will be utilized
and located within the secure area, as required.
The Failure Notification System
To ensure that the video surveillance system does not fail, it has a battery backup, which is most useful in
the event of a power outage. The failure notification system provides an audible and/or text and visual
notification of any failure in the surveillance system. One employee is trained with the installation
company to troubleshoot and reboot the system.
In the event of any failure to record or power outage, CalMet Security has additional security personnel
available in order to double the number of security personnel on premises.
When receiving marijuana from authorized sources as provided in law, all marijuana will be placed on a
calibrated weight scale so that the amount received by the licensed premises is captured through the
licensed premises’ point of sale system and recorded on video. A two man policy requiring two staff
members to verify weight and transaction details will be mandatory. No marijuana will be received into
inventory without a properly executed manifest and documentation as detailed below.
All camera views of limited access areas must be continuously recorded twenty‐four (24) hours a day. Any
employee obstructing the view of a recording device to enable and activity contrary to law will be
immediately terminated.

REDACTED
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REDACTED

Limited Access to Surveillance Room
Access to surveillance rooms/areas will be limited to employees that are essential to surveillance
operations, law enforcement agencies, and service personnel. The surveillance room manager has final
authority regarding the authorization of access by center personnel. A current list of authorized
employees and service personnel that have access to the surveillance room will be posted in the
surveillance room. Any time anyone enters the surveillance room, the purpose for entering will be logged.
The surveillance room will remain locked at all times and access will be limited to only those needing
access as designated by MMAC management. At least one surveillance camera will be in the surveillance
room and be able to clearly identify any person who accesses any surveillance or non‐surveillance
equipment. Surveillance recordings and clear still photos will be made immediately available upon request
by any administrative or law enforcement request. All employees will keep confidential any data, which
is captured from licensee point of sale and video surveillance systems.
Additional Security: Information Technology Security
Critical data assets will be stored within the server/Video Monitoring Rooms.

REDACTED

The company information risk management strategy will consist of the following measures:




Two‐factor Authentication
Email Encryption
Secure Remote Access

MMAC will use two‐factor authentication to secure all of the computers within the dispensary. Critical
staff will be granted access on a need to know basis,
REDACTED

.
All company emails will be encrypted. The encryption software will require a two‐factor authentication.
Critical staff will also be able to remotely access the Dispensary computers as needed. Remote access will
be accomplished via a virtual private network (VPN) connection. Remotely connecting to computers will
require the same two‐factor authentication used to access company email.
Video Camera Surveillance will be stored on the cloud and regular backups will be maintained.
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Armored Vehicle
The armored vehicle pick‐up of cash deposits will occur during normal business hours to decrease the risk
of a crime. Pick up schedules will be staggered to avoid development of patterns. The particular departure
time of cash deposits and products cannot be ascertained in order to gain an advantage against the facility
or a driver.
Armored vehicle transport personnel are identified, verified, and cleared prior to entering the facility and
prior to entering the transfer area.
Cash deposits are transferred to the armored vehicle by trained MMAC cash deposit managers and the
Facility Director or designee to provide as witness.
Staff members assigned to assisting the cash deposit manager in transfers of cash to the armored vehicle
personnel will undergo additional training specific to transportation regulatory compliance and known
methods used for the criminal diversion of cash.
Armored vehicle transportation will be provided only by way of a company with a valid state license.
All armored vehicle transport vehicles will be required to give notice of their impending arrival.
Upon imminence of arrival, surveillance will be monitored. If suspicious persons or activity is afoot, the
transporter/distributor will be notified and directed to delay their arrival until the circumstances afoot
have been mitigated.
Cash deposits will not be moved from the secure storage (vault) area to the loading area until the armored
vehicle is secured within the unloading/loading area.
All loading and unloading will be managed under the direct supervision of the cash deposit manager and
the Facility Director or designee under surveillance.
Prior to the departure of the armored vehicle, surveillance cameras will be monitored and no departures
will occur until the surrounding area is free of suspicious circumstances.
Upon departure, the shipping and receiving door will be closed and secured without delay. The vehicle
gate will be opened to allow departure of the armored vehicle only after the roll‐up door has been closed
and locked behind it.
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